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M. L. Mott.

at-

torney for the Creek nation, asserted
today that the land fraud Investigation in Oklahoma was Instituted as a
result of the evidence he gathered in
connection with civil suits for the
recovery of lands alleged to have been
fraudulently obtained from the InThe governdians he represents.
ment's interest, he said. Is that ofInHe denied that Hearst
trustee.
spired the suits. Mott Is on his way
to Washington.
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OF HIS COMRADES
Canadian Trapper Wandered for
Wcvks In On- - Wilderness After

tiling llunuin llesli.

Ottawa, ont.. Feb. 4. The discovery of a Belgian trapper named
Grasset. badly fnmen and half insane, in the wilderness near Fort Albany, on James bay, may clear up
dismysterious cases ,fT cannibalism
covered last summer in the Chlboo-gamo- o
district of Quebec province.
trapper
Grasset, with a French
and a guide a
named Bernard
Lemleux,
French-Canadia- n
named
left Uoherval, Que., with the Intention of hunting and trapping In the
Chlbnogamoo district.
I.ast May a party of hunters
found the body of Imieux with all
the flesh carved off. Indicating that
the missing parts had not been eaten
hy wolves. An inquest confirmed the
belief that the flesh had been cut
away with a knife. Natives in the
Chiboogamoo district hinted at murder and cannibalism. A few weeks
later the body of Bernard, also denuded of flesh In the same manner,
was discovered. All trace of Grasset
had been lost until he was found at
James Bay.
New York. Feb. 4. A ranlc among
girls in the convent of the Sisavenue,
ters of Mercy on Claason

f.00

Brooklyn, was averted early today
when the girls were quickly assembled for prayer on the lower floor and
assured that there was no danger
from the fire which had broken out
The factory
in a factory nearby.
building a five story structure, was
deitroyid ut an estimated loss of
5.flfl. Twenty firemen were over- -'
come while fighting the flames.

FLAC-SHI- P

Gibralter. Feb. 4. The American
battleship fleet is rapidly completing
preparations for the last lap of its
great voyage around the world and is
scheduled to leave this port February
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Mr. Jaffa's report shows

that

575

were either organized in
New Mexico or given authority to do
business in this territory during the
year. Of these, 4 7 J were domestic
and three foreign. These represent
a capitalization of f J33,504.3un. Nineteen foreign fraternal societies have
entered the territory In two years.
While New Mexico jojffored more
or less from the financial panic in the
fall of 1907. Mr. Jaffa points out that
the territory fared much better than
some other "omnionwealths
because
there were no bank failures or erloug
embarrassment of any business in the
territory.
"But public confidence has been re
stored, " he says, "money that has
been lying Idle is being put to use
and prosperity Is once more in c dence.
"The new year Is being ushered into New Mexico under most propitious
corporations

VOYAGE OF THE BATTLESHIP FLEET. BELOW THE
CONNECTICUT AND ADMIRAL SPERRY.
6 for the sixteen day trip to Hampton ords may be broken, as the big ships
Roads, being due to arrive February are to make the best time possible. It
will be a race of ship against ship and
22. All the ships are being overhaula spectacular end to the greatest
ed In preparation for the last part peace voyage ever undertaken by a
of the trip, on whieh some speed rec fleet of any country.
.
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WILL

BOOST STATEHOOD

spring floods.
The commissioners were given an
opportunity to Inspect the final report of
John S. Beaven.
The sheet showed a balance in the
ount.v treasury
December SI of
103,614.6S.
The collections for the
last marter of last year were
Over $100,000 of this was
taxes. At the bottom of the balance
sheet Is written the statement of Mr.
Beaven In which he says that he Is
holding $17,071.75 as 4 per ceht of
the collections, which ho deems Is
his salary.
$113.-1)34.9-

AT WASHiNGlON

House Votes to Send Committee on the RecommenTHE CITY OF SMOKE
dation of Governor .

WAR THREATENED

4.

VOTi; ON STATEHOOD
'
IliUi l l JIItl AltY 10
Wr,K'...i,g.o:i,
Feb.
.
Negrix-Curry.
Are ArrcsHtl Because
Many
Hamilton, .of the committee on terriYoung
of Numerous Assaults on
tories has introduced
a resolution
White Girls.
providing for the House taking up the
tatohood bill Feb. 10. Two hours
Pittsburg, Feb. 4. Six negroes ar- HALF A1ILLION BOND
debate will be allowed, with a vote
rested last night in addition to 126
ISSUE FOR THE SCHOOLS Immediately .following.
arrested the night before as the result of many assaults on young white
girls, were discharged today. They
MARTIAL
4. Governor THE COURT
Fe, Feb.
Santa
were found to he regularly employed.
Racial animosity is in evidence George Curry appeared before the
Many House at this afternoon's session and
throughout the city today.
COMPLETES ITS WORK
negroes resent what they term the urged that before it adjourned for
high handed methods of the police the present week It take action on
but the authorities continue for ne- the following important matters:
That a committee of representa- Y) iiIm l Will Not Be Mi dc Public I
groes addicteil to the drug habit and
l Has llccn Approved hy
tive citizens bo appointed by
both
no work habit.
Admiral Nocir).
houses of the assembly to go to
Washington for the purpose of urgGibralter, Feb. 4. The court maring the passage of the statehood
RACING COMMITTEE
h
ill. the bill extending; the Carey act tial which has tried Captain
of the battleship Georgia on
to the territories, and the law creatcharge that he was intoxicated at
CREATED IN TEXAS ing the Seventh judicial district. He the
also said that this committee could a reception at Tangier, given by the
i se its influence
to have
Congress .American minister, reached a decision
The I.c(;llaliiic l'niors a I'oiiiiiiLssion
by
ulidate the laws enacted
the this afternoon. The findings will not
be made public until a.pproved by Adto Put I'immi All Kudu); Mutpresent assembly.
ters.
The) governor aNo urged that the miral htperry, w hich will probably be
pass the bill Introduced oefore the fleet sails.
Austin, Texas, Feb. 4. The com- legislature
.Major Williams, who acted as judge
by Mr. MeRue in the House this aftmittee of the lower house in the leg- ernoon
curie to rest
for a bond issue of advocate, ul'owed th
islature hiw decided to report favor-ubl- y KuOO.OOfl providing
for the support of tint com- with.iut presenting his conclusions.
the bill creating a state racing mon schools
of the territory. He Lieutenant Commander John V. Robcommission, which is to pasn upon all
money and inson, in summing; up for the defense,
racing matters.
Meetings
will be said the schools needed the
the appropriation would not cost argued that the captain was 111 but
limited to fifteen days under the aus- that
was not intoxicated. 'He laid particpices of one association and to thirty the territory one n nt In Interestpro-as ular stress upon the peculiar physical
this would be paid out of the
dao.8 within any one county.
An abthe sales of public lands. condition of tho captain, which rensolute ban will be placed on pool ceeds from
The governor's lemaiks met with dered him susceptible to alcohol and
rooms and on selling information to hearty
approval and on motion of nicotine poisoning, and contended
any pool rooms within the state. The
the captain could not be held
Roberta
that a committee of seven that
to
betting,
commission is
control
.'l,fi00 responsible for the unexpected effect
sum
the
of
be
named
and
that
syswill
be
which
under the mutual
, of one third the ipiautity of wine
tem. A percentage, however, will go oe appropriated towaspay their expens-tsa committee
named to, pre- drunk by those around him at the reto the association holding the meetpare a resolution embodying
such ception.
ing.
And he insisted that in the event
provisions. The House then took a recess to allow the committees to pre- the specification is found true, the
pare the resolution which, when re- rapt .'tin Is Involuntarily guilty and his
GRAFTED DEAD LEG
exceptionally fine rccurd as an officer
ported, was Imno iiately passed.
entitles him to (leniency. Qualtrough
has received ninny cablegrams
of
ON A LIVING MAN
- mputhy.

22,070
7,185
20,470
8,150
34,370
6,285
21,675
14,59
12,115
20,555
13,750
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University
iM'tors hue- IVrfornicd a Wonderful

. Washington,
Feb. 4. The doctors
university
huspltal
at Georgetown
witnessed a remarkable operation performed there a few days ago by Dr.
George Tully Vaugun, of this city, on
George Kelly, ag. (1
The bones In
Kelly's knee were so badly diseased
that Dr. Vaughn decided on amputation.
In the hospital was a man about to
die.
Dr. Vaughn obtained the
of the dying man's family to
remove the left leg of their relative
in the event of death, and it was decided that the leg of the dead man
Should be grafted to the knee of the
sufferer.
The transfer was duly mad.'. The
bones were riveted together by slender, strong wire and the most delicate phase of the operation, that of
Joining the ligaments, caused the sur' geons to work as they probably never
labored before. Every tissue, tendon
and muscle was Joined and Kel'y U
said to be Improving rapidly.
'
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IK1TTKD LINE SHOWS THE WONDERFUL

one-fourt-

HE ATE BODIES

ASSEMBLY

Bill Introduced to Kcmove the The Two Authors ot Antktm
Word "Rebels" and SubstiLegislation Succeed In Passing
tute the Word "ConOnly a Minor Act

federates"

13,985
10,950
4,155 RACE
17,560
5.660
10,805
.27,260

Juan

30

Have Them Vote The Drew and Johnson Bills
at School Elections and
Are Refused Passage
Be Eligible for
by Decisive
Some Offices.
Majorities.

5
SOUTH
AMffliCAfl

for

Santa Fc
Sandoval
San Miguel
Sierra
Socorro
Taos ..
Torrance
Union . .
Valencia ..
"It will thus be seen that the great
bulk of New Mexico's population is
still to be found In the Rio Grande
and central counties, although the
eastern counties, covered by Union,
Quay, Roosevelt. Chaves and Eddy
have .been steadily increasing, having
h
today practically
of the
entire population of the territory."
No lYauds Itei'orlcd.
The result of the election for delegate to Congress Is given by Mr. Jaffa
as follows: W. H. Andrews, 27.606;
O. A. Larrazolo, 27.217: W. P. Met-cal- f.
l.O.lfi. A plurality of 3SS for Mr.
Andrews. Speaking of the election.
Mr. Jaffa says:
rumors
"Despite the unfounded
that were circulated prior to the election that frauds were being attempted
in different parte of the territory,
there lias not been a single complaint
from any one of the 56 precincts that
any Illegal voting or election frauds
were attempted or. perpretrated at
this election. Taking everything into
consideration, I doubt if any previous
election held In this territory was
more honestly or fairly conducted,
and the lack of complaint from any
source would seem to bear out this
statement.
recom"I heartily endorse the
mendations of my predecessors In office with relation to the canvassing
of the official returns for members
of the legislature, who are candidates
In districts coin prising more than one
county, and recommend that legislation be enacted which will be more
satisfactory In arriving at a cumplete
and accurate return. I also wish to
concur in the recommendation for a
more simplified poll book. The one
now In use is too complicated and results In Incomplete and inaccurate
returns ut times."

.

FOR

IN SANTA

circumstances and I feel sanguine In
predicting that 1909 will see a great
er number of corporations orgunlzed
in New Mexico than during any previous year. There can be no doubt
what ever as to the fultlillment of
this prediction If it becomes a sover
eign state within the year, which at
this time seems almost a certainty.
Statehood means a bigger population
16,520 and more industries."

Grant

Tonight partly
portion, Friday
puritan colder.

He Would

A.. .-

PROSPECI

The biennial report of Secretary of
the Territory Nathan Jaffa to Governor Curry, shows the population of
New Mexico at the close of 1908 to
be in excess of 4 50,000. Concerning
the population, the secretary says:
"In 1908 New Mexico had a total
registered vote of 85.1109 as shown by
the official registration books. This
would clearly indicate that at the
ratio of five persons to each voter we
have within the boundaries of our territory at least 428,045
inhabitants.
This ratio of 5 to 1 is very conservative as most states in the union base
their population at 6 to 1. These figures do not include 26,000 Indians,
who are not entitled to vote, and
which, If added to the 428,045 above,
would show a grand total of 454,045.
"Eliminating the Indians, the counties, according to these figure, would
range in population as follows:
39,835
Bernalillo .. .
23,605
Chaves
31,245
Colfax
13,135
Dona Ana
11,605
Eddy ..

.
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the Front.

4.
lxty of the
leading business nun of Muskogee
meeting ut midnight last
heUl a ira.-.night, which lusted until an early
hour today, to discuss the seven indictment returned here late yesterday by the federal grand jury in the
government's town lot Investigation.
The meeting was prewired over by
Mayor Martin and expressions of confidence in the high standing, integrity
and honor of the indicted men were
made. A committee of seven members was appointed to correct what
Is termed an erroneous Impression a9
to the legality of lnnd titles In Muskogee and eastern Oklahoma.
More details became known today
regarding the indictments returned by
the federal grand Jury yesterday. The
first returned, that against Governor
Haskell, Clarence W. Turner and
Walter K. Eaton, alleges iforty-seve- n
overt nets in the alleged conspiracy
to defraud the government. The second was against William T. Hutchlns
and Clarence W. Turner, and alleges
thirteen overt acta in the conspiracy
to defraud the government. The third
was against Albert Z. Kngllsh, Frederick B. Severs and Jesse Hill and
alleged ninety overt acts In conspiracy
These
to defraud the .government.
men are a", prominent.
Jluskell Won't Itmdgn.
Cuthrle. fob. 4. 'Friends of Governor Charles N. Haskell today denied the rumor that he would resign
as chief executive as the result of Indictments returned against him yesterday by the federal .grand Jury at
Muskogee. The governor said that he
had nothing further to say regarding
the charges than to repeat the statement made to the Associated Press
He
last night that he is guiltless-expects to start tonight for Muskogee
where ho will appear Friday with the
other men Indicted and will formally
offer bond. Many prominent men
have offered to sign his bond.
Hearst Didn't Po It.
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SEPARATE SCHOOL

His Friends Assert That He Will New Mexico Was Less Atf clcd
by Panic Than Many Olut.
Slay In Olflce but He Has
Nothing to Say
Commonwealths and
About the InIs Coming to

Feb. 4.
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-
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will) snow
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IKE YEA!) WITH

WILL KOT RESIGN

Iuis,

LAST LAP

PACIFIC

They Hold an All Night Ses- Secretary Jaffa's Report
sion and Express ConShows Big Increase in
In
Men
fidence
Population of the
Indicted.
Territory.
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FOR ADVERTISING
County Board Order 'lluil llrivuflcr
Are
Bernalillo Count v
i
u Bill
Not to Bo
Boards.
l'-r-

oil) missionc is
tills
The count
morning at a slnri cession decided
that the new bridges which will lie
built with the bonds that have just
been validated will not be made into
till hoards, and ordered the watchman to remove advertisements froyi
t very siructur. in Bernalillo county.
adorning
The many ndvci tisenients
the bridges now wire characterized
in the severest language.
street sprinkler
Bids for a to-were opened but no action was taken
in the matter, us bids were received
from but one concern. The bids of
t
:iJo
this concern rrinid from

SiX HUNDRED

PEOPLE

M

KESCUtU
He-iile-

ELOUD

Were Taken Oul in u Spc.

rial Train While Water Stood
1'it-- t
SI
In streets.
iH--

p

Red HlutT,
Calif.. Feb. 4. The
storm which has been raging in the
extreme northern part of the state for
tiie last two days, spent its fury last
night, buf not before the Sacramento
river had reached the highest stage
in its hintory.
Below Red Bluff, the
towns of Tehama, St. John and Hamilton City have been under water and
many narrow escapes from drowning
are report. d. Swirling waters carried away whole blocks of houses
near the river banks.
Six hundred inhabitants of Hamilton City were rescued by a special
$510.
train when the water stood six feet
County Surviy r Ogel was Instruct- deep in the main street. Washouts on
ed to make u careful inspection of the Southern I'aeifle have completely
fill the bridges and dykes, to see that tie, up tiaffic between .an Francisco
they are in condition to meet the and Portland.

In

It

the Lower
House.

Sacramento. Feb i ti.
Johnson bill, prohibiting aliens from
being member or corporations
one
of the
bills to which
Roosevelt objects waj refused passage in the assemhlv thi.
morning by a vote of 54 to 15. Thla
vuie snows a lauing on In the support for the measure since yesterday
When the Vote On the Tlr.te nntl-.tlo- n
bill was 4$ noes and 28 ayes.
ine Din providing for the segregation Ot Japanese ill rel,lentlul ,11.- trlcts was defeated by one vote.
ine Dm compelling Japanese to attend separate aeh
a vote of 46 to as.
The bills prohibit In it allan. fwt.
being member of corporation
and
me oui segregating the Japanese were
both drawn up by Grove L. Johnson.
In answer to President Roosevelt's
request that the bill be withdrawn,
Mr. Johnson replied that he nmn.
ed to stand pat on his measures.
.
The assembly yesterday by a vote
of 48 to 2R, defeated the bill drawn
up by A. M. Drew, which prohibited
alhns from the ownership of land.
This was another bill to which the
preident objected, and at his request
and the advice of Secretary Hoot, the
ing.
This afternoon the Houpe listened oui was cnangeu to read "aliens" Into uovernor curry a advice that a stead of "Japanese."
The debate on the bill yesterday
committee he named to go ra Washo'clock In the morn-ln- tr
ington to boost for statehood,
and lasted from(I 11
In thu i.ranltiD.
'until
n,i
when h i:.i4ti ', .AI UUP.
wl
"was- hpa'frCTTr-l'of- :
U" J 0V 'iw
tfrawn up, pasHe.d It wltliout dissent, " finite
...... vi oinei
The Council also held a busy sesmade an impassioned plea for
sion this afternoon,
t
which a bill bIHs, passage
of the act. Nathan O.
similar to the McP.to school bond bill the
Cole, of San Franclwco, opposed the
was introduced.
A Joint resolution wan Introduced bill and made an extended address
by Hewitt to provide for the erasure against It.
of the word "rebels" from the monument erected in the plaza at Wanta Fe
to those heroeg who fell In battle with WILL BRING SUIT
during the Civil
the Confederate
war, at Valverde, Canyon do Apache,
FOR CANADIAN TOWN
I'eralta and Pigeon's Ranch. In place
of the word "rebels" the word "confederate" Is to be substituted.
The
of a IMoiuht Have Claim for
change is to be made without mar- Heirs S22,OO0.(HHI
Against British
ring the monument and Ls to bo paid
Government.
for out of the contingent turtd of the
governor.
fiouth Bend, Feb. 4. C. H.
Governor Curry called attention to
treasurer of the Hamilton Nasubmatter,
this
which has been the
tional Insurance company,
headject of contention for years. It being quarters In South Bend, with
comhas
monuIs
only
the
contended that thin
pleted arrangements to file a suit at
the,
In
ment
the United States, where
Toronto, Canada, to recover for the
word "rebel" appears.
Labodle heirs the site on which Is
Both Houses are in joint session now located Walkervllle, Canada.
late this afternoon to hear a lecture Twenty-tw- o
million dollars Is Involvibv Dr. Hewitt on archaeology, and ed, of which C. II. Labodle'a share,
the proposul to locate a branch of th in case of favorable decision, will be
school at Santa Fe.
$8,800,000.
Iabodle has power of attorney from the majority of the heirs
Iniiwntaiit Bunk Bill.
The sessions of both houses of the and he will now push the case to the
assembly yesterday were not without highest court of t.reat Britain if netheir features. The passage of the cessarybill cri uting the county of Bent la
Labolie bases his action on a grant
the House and the Introduction of made to his ancestors by the governa measure having for its purpose the ment when they emigrated from Bng-lan- d
revolutionising of the bunking busiand settled. In Essex county, Canness conducted
under
territorial ada, the grant Including all of the
charter In the Council were the most land known ns Walkervllle. The greatimportant matters to come before the er part of this property remained l",
'
law makers.
possession of the iJabodie family for
yearn ago the
The fate of the Bent county bill is years. Seventy-fiv- e
uncertain in the Council where It Is
built a distillery, which has
said it will meet
with opposition now grown Into u mammoth concern,
which may be of sufficient strength and this plant figures In the suit to
to prevent Its passage. The bill did be (lied.
not pass the House without (jonsld-eiabl- e
opposition, there being ten
II)KTII'li:i) TIIK IIOBY.
votes recorded against the measure.
Abilene, Texas, Feb. 4. Partial
However a large delegation from the
Identification of the body found burntown of Roy, whlih If the new county Is created, will
be the
county ed to a crisp In the ruins of u school
near here Indicates that thu
nat thereof, are In the capital work- house
ing hard for the passage of tht) bill body Is that of Alex Searw, u wealthy
cattleman, whose ranch la near Anand while they are not
of success, they are not dis- son. The identification was followed
by the arrest of Jami-- T. Harnett, a
couraged In the least.
The new banking law, us a bill in- land dealer arid stockman of this city.
troduced yesterday afternoon in the
Council by Mr. Mechem. is termed, Tllltlii; BOYS MKCT DliAiil
iiomi: is i.i
will likely be one of the most importLittle Rock, Ark., Feb. 4. The
ant pieces of legislation to bo
by the legislators. This bill pro- home of Mrs. Frank Lathrop, neir
vides many reforms In
territorial Brentwood, was burned lust night and
banking methods, r. forms demanded hi r two sons, William and Frank,
by the rapid growth of the t riitory aged 15 and 2o, and George liurrls. a
burned to death.
end the establishments of many new young visitor, were
banking institutions throughout thu Mrs. I.itbrop spent the night at
ti rritory.
That provision to prohib- Brentwood. When nil.' returned home
it mercantile establishments from en- today she found the neighbors gathered around the charred bodies ot her
gaging in the bunking buslno and sons.
providing a way for those firms so
fiigagid to go out of that kind of
kv
is a very important one. Beis iw:tti:r.
Los Angeles. Feb. 4. The condition
sides, the bill contains a provision for
K.
of
(Lucky)
J.
Baldwin, who is rethe proper examination and supervision of all banks under territorial ported probably fatally 111 at his
charter, by creating the offices of home at Arcadia last night, was said
to be somewhat improved this morning. Although piw--t 80. Baldwin's re(Continued on rage Imr.)
cuperative powers aru still vigorous..
nnta Fe, N. M., Feb. 4. The
House held a busy session this morning at which eight new bills were Introduced, one passed and. a Joint
resolution passed providing for the
transmission to Congress of the Joint
statehood memorial adopted yesterday. The bill passed by the House
this morning was by Roberts, providing for the sale of stocks of merchandise otherwise than In the ordinary course of business.
Brown,
Gallegos and Valdes 'voted
against
the measure because of lack of information.
The most Important of the bills Introduced waa one by Mullens, providing that women be allowed to vote
nt school elections and to hold office
us county superintendents,
members
of boa tils of education and school directors.
Chairman Baca, of the special
committee named to confer with the
capltol extension board and architects, reported the findings of the
committee us to th
appropriation
needed to complete the extension of
the capltol and the governor's manA total of S33.550 Is needed
sion.
and a bill providing It Is now pend-
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"And
of his son Philip.
nii!ht I be so bold as to k If you
have any reasons?"
Tin y stood facing each other on
the back porch of the farm house,
the father angry and fuming, the Jn
stammering but determined.
"You're a disappointment to me,"
s.ild the elder Branscombe, "I don't
think I'm an unreasonable man. But
I've put good money Into your year's
course nt the agricultural school, and,
now you
imo back and say you
don't want to stay on the farm. Not
our schooling seems to have
that
done you much good anyway; you
can't till a beet from a parsnip, and
as like as not you'd mako cheese out
out of butternut.
What in thunder
did they teach you there, anyway?"
"Lutin and history ami the principles of agriculture and manures,"
said the son sulkily.
"Principles of manures?" shouted
the old man. "Manures Hint got no
principles.
You take a spade und
.hovel it on. How's that going t
toll you how deep .to set tho potatoes?"
"Well, that's only the fint year's
couipe," said tho son.
"Anyway,
what I mean is this. 1 hate to say
it, but you're getting old fashioned
and out of date, and you won't adopt
modern methods of farming."
"Holy snakes!" cried Branscombe,
senior, dancing upon one leg. "I'm
out of date, am 17"
"I don't mean to say that I've had
your practical experience," said tin;
son in a conciliatory fahl n, "hut
the science of farming has been revolutionized In the last ten years, i,ml
you won't sec It. You've got to adopt
modern methods that would ensure
prospects of a reasonable competence
instead of this
sort of manner. Xsiok at thU chicken feed, for
thrusting
h continued,
instance,"
his hand into a sack and pulling up a
handful of seeds. "I saw you feeding this to tho chickens this morning.
Not what's the use of feeding
chickens on melon seeds when you
could .plant a couple of acres with
them?"
did you say?" gasped
all
who had turned
Branscombe,
colors of the rainbow, except orange.
"Melon seeds aint good for chickens?
What should I do with them?"
"Plant them." said Philip. "Anl
manure the ground iproperly, and let
me look nfter those two acres In my
own right."
"Well," said his father, "yes, that's
fair. Now, tell you what I'll do, my

and Arizona for Btutrhood

citizenship and of life. It RU.a
profound. It extend, to fundamental, of
admits ,reat communl-tie- .
votes to persons who have not had them before. It
extends the federal eonat.tu.
to the prodigious American fellowship. It
In the government of all
a
voice
new
forces
gives
tlen over new ground. It
is to be hoped that New
It
the people. And In applying for the great benefit of the bigger and hlghef
conscious
minds
with
come
Mexico and Arizona
brings. Evidently they are duly
life they Bek and of the responsibilities it
.
.. .
r rmdv. That, at least, Is the supposition
...,..w . numbered In multitudes. A great
or their inenas, who
toward the two territories whose people
cordially
proportion of us look
statehood and wish them not
have striven so long and hard and patiently for
a
safe trip through the Senate
but
through
Houe.
the
only a quick voyage
and Into the family.

Returning to tfie ITorttiaC
v 4,,.i ,v the financial conditions, the movement
companies, the testimony of

hand-to-mout-

at

of
al

merchandise, the receipts of transportation
committee In the tar.ff
aorts of business men before the ways and means
n
buslnss
hearings and the current tone of conversation everywhere, the
Is ateverybody
say.
Is
to
That
absolutely
normal.
of the country is
any fear
tending to his business and making a fair living or more without
..n nnt h n. much to do next year as now, and prob.v... .v.
or
real
security,
ably more. Money la abundant for all who have suitable
n.u.,.,
personal, while depositors have no fear whatever tnai xne.r
In expenditures,
prudence
Is
universal
security.
There
lent on Insufficient
Is actlvty In develop-mewhich mean, rapid accumulation of savings. There
at renumera-tiv- e
for whose products there Is plainly an Immediate demand
speculative.
obviously
Is
prices and stagnation in that which
con-dltlo-

boy.

Plant them

in

that

three-acr- e
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they do not earn.
A n'B children show ability
to
earn and preserve money, so In that
proportion, will ho give or leave them
money.
This principle
he has
erountieu into them rrom inranry.
Prom the timo they are able to talk
he gives them money for services
Hard as FlintPerfectly Clean
they render to their mother and to
Mm, to the little ones pennies und InBurns LongestBurns Up Clean
creasing tho am units ns they grow
older and their services become more
Best Rocky Cliff Lump, $5.75 per Ton
valuable.
To tench them the value of money,
Best Rocky Cliff Egg, $4.25 per Ton
he fines them
when they are
Try it and you will use no other
naughty, a regular scale of fines, and
this he says is a thousand times more
beneficial than anv other form of
i'unlshm,ui f,,r ' hurt" lh, ir Prl,1
;t brings them to a sense of their
Tonsibi!ity
more effectually than
many spankings.
St.
Ave.
His discipline, Lombard says, Is
nothing but the eye and a firm
word.
The birch, the ruler, the dark
closet? Never! All bnrbarlou
and
certain to coarsen a child, to destroy
Its fine sensitiveness.
Lombard scon's at the higher education of most women in so far as It
M RIDLEY, President
II. B. RAY, Secretary-Treasure- r
pretends to make them man's equal
WILLIAM
MANAGER
LRVCE,
Intellectually.
He has deult
with
this subject In any emphatic manner
In one of his early, hooks. "The Observations of a Bachelor."
His girls are brought up with the
principal object of making of them
good wives and mothers.
They are
taught the languages, the classes, but
(INCORPORATED)
they are also taught how to conduct
a household In every detail.
Lombard engages governesses and
IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS
nurses of different nationalities.
Prom babyhood his children hear
five languages simultaneously. When
General Foundry and Machine Shop
Albuquerque, N. M
they are four or five years old they
have unconsciously Inventoried
all
they know of the different languager
In their little minds, and at 10 there
is not one of them who is not able to
peak Kngllsh, French, Spanish, Ital
oaoaofJOfjcH
ian and Oi'i'mnn fluently.
. a1
i
Thnir Is n.,ii1A,l,r.
'

TTTT
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DAILY SHORT STORIES

LydiaE.Pinkham'sVegeta

Direct
Line
Coal
Phone 29
First

ble Cnmnminrl CnrpH IIpi
Conn.

I suffered untold

"For fire tears

upstairs

without stopping

on the way.

I

tried three different doctors and

each told me some-thiiidifferent. I
received no benefit
from any of them,
but seemed to suf
fer more. The lust
doctor said nothing- would restore
my health. I begun
taking Lydiii E. 1'inkham's Vegetable
Compound to see what it would do.
and I am restored to my natural
health." Mrs. Etta Donovan, Uox
aim, Willlmantic, Conn.
The success of Eydia E. TMiikham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
used with perfect confidence by women
who suffer from displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
bearing-dow- n
feeling, flatulency, indigestion, dizziness, or nervous
fr

Albuquerque Foundry &
Machine Works

ttM!"!:

th.7;

been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
suffering women owe it to themselves
to at least give this medicine a trial.
Proof is abundant that it has cured
thousands of others, and why should it
not cure you?

half-broth-

--

one-i;uart- er

rumored that tho Democrats in Congress will Introduce a complete
tariff bill of their own. If like their last effort, it will wobble on the subject
of free trade and end In a Democratic charge of perfidy and dishonor.
It

If John Hay had lived he would have be. n the most pioniiiuMt Ann i t
can ut the Lincoln Centennial. Hut llav's monument t
the gre;it w.ir
president is sufficient as it stands.
Chicago street

la.ll-au-

ed for conductors.
liut
to hang on to craps.
Him-- .

The
pl

in

tin--

have grown so luxurious ih.tt seals are propos' may be due to the fail that they have no time

litters to the gofernor of California ate sufficiently n- to
churacti
remindful of the state' unfortunate,' experience

il!i cui thijuukcs.

The

entirejjnews of the week in concise form, has

Absolutely Accurate Market Quotations
So valuable are these

,
i

IN

LUMBER

It makes no difference to us whether your bill of material be for a chicken coop or the largest building in
the country, we are prepared to hirnish th? same at
lowest prices. Our lumber is well seasoned, which
maks it worth 15 per cent more to the building than
the lumber you have been bu)ino;. Tr us.

SUPERIOR LUMBER
FIRST

STREET,

South of Viaduct,

&

The Weekly Star has also the famous Chaperon
Feature which furnishes free, advise and help on many
perplexing problems. Also Answers" which takes
care of all questions the reader cares to ask.
It has a practical, successful Kansas farmer in
charge of its Farming Department, which is of great
value to all farmers and stockmen.

8

for any
limited set of people: it's for every member of every
family.
If you don't find something of interest in a
particular issue, well, the office looks on that issue as
a failure. 25c pays for one year.

CANNOT

BhJ

ADDRESS
THE WEEKLY KANSAS CITY STAR.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

CURED.

With LOCAL APPLICATIONS,
as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional dl- -'
sease, and In order to cure It you must
take Internal remedies. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is taken internally, and acts di
rectly on the blood and mucous surfaces.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is not a
quack medicine. It was prescribed by
one of the best physicians In this country for years and Is a regular prescription. It Is composed of the best ton
ics known, combined
with the best
blood Durltters. acting dlrectlv on tha
mucous surfaces. The perfect comblna
lion or me two ingredients Is what
produces such wonderful results In cur
ing catarrn. Fend Tor testimonials free.
F. J. CHENHY & CO. Props.,
Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall s Family Pills for

THE STORY

OF

"The Vacant House"
Oft FURNISHED

ROOM

If told in our want columns will
quickly bring you a tenant

We will tell the story for you

ED. FOURNELLE

One time for 25 cents
Three times for 35 cents
Six times for 50 cents

Carpenter

and Builder
Jobbing
Phonfeg-

-

Promptly
Shop

Attended

10C5;

We assure you that your story
will be read and your want gratified, for we aregelting good results for scores of people daily.

to

Residence 563

Ship Corner Fourth St. and Copper Ave.
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KILL the COUCH

and

CURE the LUNGS

Highland Livery

Dr. King's
New Discovery
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Save Money by liuylna; Chamberlain's
Cough Kerned y.
You will pay Just as much for a
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as for any of the other cough
medicines, but you save money in
buying It. The saving Is In what you
get, not what you pay. The
quality Is In every bottle of
thU remedy, and you get good results
when you take it. Buying cough med
icine is an Important
matter. Ne- -'
glected colds often develop serious
conditions, and when you buy a cough
medicine you want to be sure you are
getting one that will cure your cold.
Cough
When you ouy Chamberlain's
Remedy you take no chances. It al- ways cures. Price 25 and 60 cents a
bottle. For sale by all druggist.
CATTAKH

Weekly Kansas City Star

The Weekly Star, in addition to printing the

'f" "f
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An i ffcrt Is made to revive the controversy as to what blew up the
Maine. This mystery Is not likely to be solved, bit the historian has no difficulty in saying what blew up t He last Spanish rule in America.
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esses and nurses of different nation- nlities has been crystalized and they
nave tne maternal accent
of the
country whose tongue they speak.
One son, Russell, Is now studying
to become an electrical engineer In
Cincinnati, and Is doing finely.
His father placed him In an elec- p like the other workmen.
REARS HIS CHILDREN
shown no more regard
than the others.
I. All Lombard's children understand
that they are not to be pampered.
BE
His househould Is democratic, and It
la his aim to bring children up among
di mocratlc principles.
It explains why one of his little
L
girls said when asked what she would
do when she grew up, 'to which she
answered that she would be either a
Millionaire) 1hiU Ixmihard,
Grand queen or a nursery governess.
Seigneur, Alpt Original Methods
Hair Dresser and Chiropodist.
and Youngsters Curve Their Own
Future licllcYcs Man Who Slight
Mrs. Bambini, at her panors opIiity Omimits l"rlme.
posite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturgea' cafe, Is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
New York, Feb.
4. Louis
Lomn
bard,
musician, dressing, treat corns, bunions and
composer, author and financier, who ingrown nails. She gives massage
won a fortune In Wall street and treatment
and
manicuring.
Mrs.
then sailed away, is carrying out the Bambini's own preparation of commost unique and at the same timo plexion cream builds up the skin and
most democratic system of educa- - i lmproves tne complexion, and Is
tion for his eight children that Is Euarhteed not to be injurious. She
also
bieiig practiced in the world today
hair tonic ana cures
ana prevents dandruff and hair fall- Un,?ea.bS Ste.en-t0
ban "came t
" move
l,
and superfluous
rlless at hB Jo-f ;

lot and convlnco me, and if you mak
them pay we'll practice on the potatoes."
Philip was busily engaged with h'.s
lot during tho next wek.
He did
not hesitate to call In his father's assistance with the planting.
hardly felt the business ,1c
"You're sure I ain't Injuring them.
The country west of the Missouri river has
ministering to strictly local Philip, asked the elder man. "You're
presslon so far as concerns the buslnes activity
ability of the sure my hands ain't got no bugs or
requirements. It has, however, suffered from the impaired
f
and the non- - microbes 7 '
forests
and
otfmjne.
of
product
the
ea.t
The arrival of the bill lor fertilizer
condition
this
eLentlal products of our farms. There is a probability that
was a surprise.
hands of merchants
ISeems to me, Phil, you'll hev to
is really at an end. The exhaustion of stocks in the
Is no fear of tariff chang- raise melons the size of pumpkins to to n piaicau in northern Jtaly.
There
mills.
activity
in
the
Increased
'
cause
must
win out," said the elder man. But
Is the confident expecLombard married an American
es calculated to injure American industry and there
And
own
Philip
his
counsel.
kept
purchasing power
tation everywhere that the coming summer will see the prosperous a year sure enough, in time a multitude of
as
be
will
1909
green sprouts appeared.
restored,
and
that
of our customers fully
"They certainly do look flourishhad.
ever
has
Mexico
New
as
ing," admitted Branscombe.
"But
say, Phil, I thought melons grew .in
and his financial angel vines. D'you think them sprouts is
of the president-elec- t
O P Taft a
In the recent campaign, has taken the trouble to cable from Havana thatn going to turn Into vim? Seem kind
present or prospective," with William
of stiff to me. I guess you'll hev to
he never had any business. "past, any
kind with anybody, also "past, present bend them. 1 tell you what it Is, my
Cromwell or any Interest of
That Is as explicit a denial of boy. It's them new fertilizers. You
or prospective ," on the isthmus of Panama. wish,
and as we do not recall have forced them so strong you're
impropriety in that connection as one could
associated with the Panama going to raise giant melons on trees,"
that Mr. Taft's name was ever In any way
which
They grew taller as the days
canal or any other scandal until it was lugged into the controversy
gave the basis for the alleged libel against the "government," the statement passed, aspiring to the sky, shunning
the Inviting bosom of the earth.
of Mr. Taft will be accepted as conclusive in the matter.
And by tlu end of the third week it
obvious that whatever they
Joseph Chamberlain, announcing that he will again offer himself as a bwame
were, they certainly were not melons
reform.
will
for
says
work
tariff
he
parliament,
candidate for the British
of the usual variety.
In Great Britain "tariff reform" means a return to protective duties, free
"Well, I guess you've got me beat
increasing number
trade having been tried and in the opinion of a steadily
en, dad," the boy confessed at last.
of thoughtful persons, found wanting. Those in this country who havve been swallowing his chagrin, "fihall I go
England" as an argument for takln
accustomed to point to "free-trad- e
to school or stay with you and
off Import duties are receiving little encouragement from across the water back
work off that debt for the fertilizer?"
now.
Branscombe laid hU hand on his
son's shoulder.
Catholic
Official
1909
Wllzius
"Philip," he said, "I've been doing
According to the advance sheets of the
directory there are now in the United States 14.235,451 Homan Catholics. some thinking, too. You see, when
Hawaiian
Klco,
the
and
I noticed how Interested you g"t in
Adding to these Catholics in the Philippines, Porto
Islands and the grand total of the people of this faith under the United your work, I figured out that there
subCatholic
might be something after all in what
States flag is 22,474,440, as compared with 12.053.000 Roman
ways.
jects under the British flag. Of the four million people in New York city, you said about
more than
of them are Roman Catholics.
I've generally
found that there's
some germ of truth In the most fool
Only, you didn't put it
,
It Is said that Philander C. Knox, who Is to be secretary of state In the statement.
to me just right. So if you like to
Taft cabinet shares the views of Klihu Root, tho ri tirlng secretary of the stay
LOUIS LOMBARD.
we'll call that bil
Btate, on all Important questions. If this is so it is a most fortunate thing squarehere with me arrange
working
try
to
a
wifnian,
and
daughter of Thomas Ali!i?
in
progression
steady
the
for the country. It will mean a continuance of tho
ii n. who built
the Missouri Pacific
diplomatic affairs of this country with foreign nations which has resulted compromise by putting our heads tolaitro.id. They have eight children.
in the accomplishment of so much that Is wholesome during the regime of e mi,.
"I wish I knew why they didn't The oldest son and two daughters
Mr. Root.
right, though, cried hi
come up
have come to America to complete
son.
the education, started
under their
by
put
out
the
words has been
Another list of deformed and dehortii-"I ll tell you. Phil." said the old father's peculiar system.
.
language
prevailing
The
advocates of a simplified spelling of the English
Living in a princely little domain
man. "N'ext time you want to grow
Idea of late had been that simplified spilling was numbered among the watermelons, don't plant sunflow of their own. with scores of servants,
subon
things that are dead. For hasn't even Ml KooM-vel- t
been silent
the
horses, automobiles and all the acers."
ject for some little time?
( wealth, the young
companiments
To feel strong, have good appe
Lombards are made to understand
An Kngllsh court has decided that a baby is entitled to cry and that a tite, sleep soundly ana enjoy life, use from the beginning their responsl-- 1
ilil to humanity as a whole. They
law against nuisances cannot be applied to a criug child. The court shows liurdocW Hloo.1 Hitters,- the great sys
arc brought up from the world that
Its extreme w isdom by elucidating the d clsion with the point that no one tem toi.ir and buildercan stop a baby from crying, which most folks havc found out through
nt

Co.

and fruit

nf?ony from female
troubles, causing backache, irrejnilari- tiea, dizziness una nervous prostration. It was impossible for mo to
walk;
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Is to each member of Congress; It Is necessary t Congress for
same reason that the secretary Is
A the
necessary to each member."
"Representative Fowler, who Is
ihalrman of the House committee on
banking and currency, has introduced
a tariff commission measure, which
gives to the members of the commission the right to fix rates, a
t be unlower which Taft declares presidentconstitutional, and, as the
elect Is supposed to be an authority
on questions of the constitutionality
of legislation, It Is probable that his
views will have gieat weight with
Congress. In short, the lievcridgo
Would Have a National Or bill seems to have the better start In
the matter of legislative and adminganlzatlon to Suggest Chang-e- s istrative favor.
t
It is probable that Fowler underWhen They Are
stood thoroughly that the question
of the constitutionality of the rate
Needed.
fixing provision in his bill would be
He provides that Congress
raised.
shall establish maximum and miniWashington, D. C, Fob. 4. There mum tariff schedules, but that the
aie two tariff commission bills pend- commission shall fix the rate of duty
ing In Congress, the measure Intro- "to be paid upon all imports; but in
duced Into the Senate by Beveridge no case shall the rates so fixed by the
measure Intro- commission bo less than the mini- -'
'i Indiana, and the
duced Into Hie House by Fowler of mum rates or more than the maxiNew ,li rscy. In their provisions the mum rates established by Congress."
bills are somewhat at variance nnd it
As It appears to the layman, the
seems from a letter written n i res- - Fowler bill, while recognizing
the
ident-el.'Taft Just before sailing iolo r;Kllt of Cungress to fix rates ab-fPanama that he is Inclined more st luteiy yot gV(.s the commission the
favorably toward the bill of the In-- : ower to flx the rates, provided It
dianlan.
toes. not go above or below the
Of course, Taft doe
not commit figures named by the legislators ns
himself definitely for or against any the high and low duties. Practically
particular measure, but from a state- - It would seem, therefore, that the
mi nt w hich he makes in a. letter to commission can do pretty much as H
Sereno K. Payne, chairman of the chooses with the schedule under the
"r-- il
House committee on ways and means, Fowler measure and thereby
appears that he thinks the Fowler clso a legislative function. It i .' ct
measure would givp h tariff commis-- ! for such things as this that the
an unconstitutional power.
Oieial eye of Mr. Taft is looking out.
Payne of New York, is a stand pat
n
In addition to what he said
reof high standing, though
cerning the limitations of the work
c.ntly because he has heard the o tne tarfr commission, if one
voice of the party.
he has come should be created .under this bill.
steps.
Payne Senator Beveridge aald: "By this
down stairs several
wrote a letter to Taft that, on Its bill the commission is not allowed to
surface, was simply a request for In- or ,ven , suggest any rate.
formation, but it was prompted al l:y dutls
this bill the fixing of duties is
most unquestionably by a desire to left to Congress and to Congress
on the alone. Congress parts with no legissmoke out the president-elec- t
tariff commission issue.
Taft's an- lative power."
swer was explicit and he has made It
The Beveridge bill for the creation
public. In the answer to the ways
a tariff commission has been inand means chairman the next presi- of
dorsed by commercial associations,
dent says. In part:
agricultural
live stock associations,
"A
tariff commissi. m would be associations and by busings associa-harmfor useful, as Its functions tions of various kind throughout the
were described in the bill. My own i;nlted .States.
ideas have been that there ought to
Prior to the measure's introduction
be a permanent commission of tariff
experts to keep themselves advised the general idea of a tariff commis
by all the means possible of the cost sion had been indorsed favorably by
A
world.
national
of producing the articles named in the commercial
commission convention will be
the schedules in foreign countries and tariff
held In Indianapolis February 16 to
in this country.
IS. The convention
has not been
"I think that what we lack Is ev- called
to indorse any particular tariff
idence that some such means might
bill or to attempt In any
very well lie used for the purpose of commission
way to inlluence the fixing of duties
securing It.
at the extraordinary ses"I should be the last to advocate by Congress
to be held in the spring and
9 commission with any power to fix sion
rates, ir that were constitutional, as early summer. It will be a conven
BUIIlUHlll Ilg
it Bnilld no. ho or elh nn fnnMUn
J"'
interest in the tariff as a business
....;.,
,i..
h..
I. ,,fi uii ii i nun i limn tia a pLMIUCUl
proposition.
from time to time it might act."
In the Senate Senator
Beveridge
In the Iieveridge bill to create n
tariff commission there Is no power lias said: "The tariff is fixed by facts;
how to get at these facts Is the first
given to the body to fix rates. Senator Beveridge, In speaking of the leg- qquestion in the whole tariff prob-- I
m."
islation which he favors, said:
"The commission is kept strictly
It seems to be the belief of the
to the task of gathering facts and business men of the country, and of
making clear classifications; the first the president-elec- t,
that a tarilt com-i- s
expert Investigating work, the sec- - mission can get at the facts that are
ond, expert clerical work. Neither Is needed to help Congress legislate
legislative work.
telllgently in tariff matters.
It Is
"In short, by this bill the commis-- 1 rrobable that the next tariff bill will
sion Is an assistant
of Congress, a be the last one drawn without the
servant and clerk of Congress. It is aid of a regularly
organized tariff
to Congress as a whole what his sec- - commission body.

TAFT

FAVORS

mrmm

COMMISSION

to m1lhie!r' earth bvqw

ON TARIFF

ct

Spades 1.00 Up
Hoes SOc Up
Rakes 35c Up
.

WHITMEY COSVUPAMY
113-11-11-

South First Street
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IOWA FARMERS GO TO SCHOOL IN
NOVEL LITTLE COLLEGE ON WHEELS
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Siegfried, "The German Oak"

Wants Date With Mahmout

Depends very largely upon the character of
your advertising. Truthful advertisements,

I
The staff Instructors in this short
course Is composed of Prof. P. O.
Holden, director in charge of farm
crops, and a staff of twelve assistants, who teach all branches of
science.
There is Instruction for the farm
wives as well as the men. The work
of this staff Is supplemented by lectures by other professors from the
The short course on wheels start7, and the schedule as
adopted up to date will keep the
college on the roaj until February
ed December
27.

The farmers like the idea, and
many of them come miles to attend
the short winter course thus provided.
Several years ag.i Prof. Holden In.
dueed a couple of roads to run a spe
cial train over their systems In this
state for the purpose of giving lec
tures to farmers on raising of corn
and proper seed selection. The result
was that the next year the Iowa corn
crop was increased over 1,000.000
bushels.

PHILADELPHIA
DOCTOR GETS
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it

("Y
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sik;khii:i is a mauvkl
Philadelphia. Pa., Jan. 4. Here is
another imported wrestler who bids
lair to make American heavyweights
Ho is not
sit up and gaze askance.
a "Terrible Turk," neither is he a
freak.
".Siegfried, the (Serman Oak," they
call him on the other side, and this
is the only name by which he has
in this country
been
Introduced
Built upon big but not ponderous
linles. Siegfried is reported to be
one of the most powerful men in Europe, and the statement that Hack- -

He

Lv
'

'

'
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Perfected a Method of
Learning of the Presence
of Tuberculosis
Germ.

Medical Sciences, which contains Dr
Rosenberger's personal description of
his work.
By far the most unusual feature of
the technique of the discovery is its
absolute freedom from puzzling scien
tific terms which would tend to con
fuse the lay mind and the fact that
any physician possessing a iniscro-scop- e
chemical
and the requisite
"strains" required in locating the tuberculosis germ can arrive at the
same definite con iuwlons as Dr. Uos
enberger himself.
A patient suspected of hag;ng tu
Is
berculosls germs in his blood
brought before Ills physician and a
tourniquet is bound tightly about his
arm in order to bring the veins into
prominence. From any vein of suffl
dent size at the e'Uow the Wood is
drawn with u hyperdermie gyring
after the skin at the- spot selected has
been first sterilize d c hemically to In
sure tne remov.il of Vvery possible
means of infection or contamination
from the skin its. If.
About two t' aspoonful.4 of blood Is
drawn from th. viii and the needl
prick Is dresxed and bandaged, there
begin no resultant pain or trouble
Deyond a slight itening for a lew mo
ments.
The blood withdrawn is Imniedite- ly mixed with a suit solution to pre- vent its clotting, and the tube contain
ing It is placed on ice for twenty-fou- r
hours. Herein lies the radical differ
o
enee between t!ie "cultivation"
growing of the tphold germ in what
are known as "culture
mediums
ys n part. The nor
wherein heat
nial
solution In w iiieh blood sus- pected of containing
tuberculosis
germs Is p'y cd most clearly con
forms to the elements of the blood It
self, and in a Mition then- - is Intro- dueed about 2 per cent of litarte of

Philadelphia. Feb. 4. Baffled fir
years by tin- quick distribution of the
tiiberculosi.4 germ through the human
body, scientists have found this to be
the one gnat obstacle that stood In
the way of any announcement of the
finding of a cure for consumption,
which costs the 1'niti d States
25,000, duo annually.
Publication of Dr. Bundle V
discovery has already been
made. The following description of
the technique of this new tdep in bacteriology Is both authentic and complete in every detail.
That the human blood conveys tho
tuberculosis germ from one organism
of the body to another has long been
suspected, but It was never definitely
proved until Dr. Rosenberger. who Is
the bacteriologist of both the Jefferson Medical college and the Philastrength.
of mcsci
delphia hospital, demonstrated Its en- soda.
hours' time the
After twenty-fou- r
nschmldt begged him not to chal tire truth in a series of investigations
blool lias settled in the vial, and this
lenge is accepted at Its face value, into the olood of three score of
In the laboratory of the Philasediment, which ha gone to the botafter siring the Ceimsn upon the
tom of the glass, Is withdrawn,
delphia Hos.pitul in Thirty-fourt- h
mat.
through a hollow glass
hon-like,
Spruce, this city.
to street, brio
To date. Siegfried has failed
upon small glass
f'li i any one capable of holding his
Prevented by a regard for the ethics tube. Being
is dried on a
i w n with him.
In a try out at catch governing seientiilc callings from an- tsl id eg this Id
as catch can. a game he Is new At, nouncing the details, or what the ray strip of metal ioid firmly In place
he easily disposed of four first class public would call the "formula,'' of above a small, even gun flame. Thorbig men In 55 minutes. Siegfried has his investigations until they had flrnt oughly dry, it is almost Indestructible, exr.pi through "breaking of the
offered $350 to any wrestler who will been published in the medical profc-s.stick with him for SO minutes and 'sion's chief scientific publication, this glass sl'de
These slidei are next Immersed In
offers $500 to Mahmout, the Turk, "ban" is removed with the publica
' tlon of the American Journal of the c'lstilled wat-- r
and the red corpus'
tg meet him.
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THE COLLEGE ON WHEELS.

PROF. P. O. HOLDEX.
Des Moines, Iowa, feb. 4. Iowa
has a state agricultural college on
wheels. It Is the most unique school
in the United States and may be said
to, be the extreme In educational extension work.
Realizing the need of agricultural
Instruction among farmers and the
obsoluto impossibility of farmers to
attend the state agricultural college,
Prof. P. O. Holden of the Ames
institution conceived the plan of the
college on wheels.
The college consists of two cars
transbox car for the
one
portation of fancy horses, cattle, hogs,
sheep and poultry, for Judging purposes and a combination passenger
and baggage car for transportation
of men and women instructors, samples of grain, etc.
These cars have been donated for
use by the C, M. & St. P. railroad,
In
and all the railroads operating
Iowa give the college free transportation. It goes to some city and remains there several days, holding Institute, giving lectures and

carefully written and generously displayed
In business-gettinmediums. Is the secret
of growth of all successful business.

Is the formost evening
lit

buHntst-gattlo-

paper in New Mexico

powirt ba bun prowa. Its
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imttM
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raaaonabl:

Look ovor our aarortlolng columns. What It
your opinion tbo Judamont of tbo firms advorlltlng tbtroT

tt

We Leave The Verdict With

You

The Leading Evening Newspaper of New Mexico

are removed by this means. The
Is again dried. It is next "stained." Immersed in carbol fuchsln, a
red stain, for live mines the entire
slid.. Is stained red; immersed again
for live minutes in what is known as
Pappeiiieim's solution, a blue stain,
the entire slide Is stained blue with
the exception of the tuberculosis germ
Itself which remains red. Therein Is
tbo entire Rosenberger "secret." Vil-dthe microscope these red germs
are revealed against the blue field.
The scientist then knows his patient has consumption germs In the
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AT LOW PRICKS

Hip

lue

Dr. Prii e's Out Meal
Bulk Oat Meal, lb

Cream of Wheat, pkg
,
Postiim, pkg
Black Walnuts, lb
Nice Meaty Prunes, 3 lb
Large Apricots, 2 lbs for
Large Raisins, lb
Iwirge Cotton T omatoi
1 ."
c Sugar Corn

5c

15c
'JO i'

'....5c
25e
JDc

,..10c

10'.'

10c
25c
3
SOc
Coffee,
lbs for
flood Roaste.l
Rest quality gun powder or Engt
i, .50c
a at
lish breakfast
:i.V M. & J. Coffee

blood.
To tin- - medical profession the value

....

of his technique and the discoveries
a
it permits lies in its furnishing
OUIt DAILY BISKAO.
means of making an immediate
presence
truthful diagnosis of th"
should be wholesome, light and eas- CASH BUYERS' UNION
of tuberculosis In the patient.
ily digested and assimilated.
121 North ioeomd
We eat
more bread than any other food;
AM. 1HH.DE, Prop.
Medicine.
The llonot lrorlitary
therefore it should be, if anything, of
any other fooj.
better quality
haj saved thousands of dollars to our bread is thethan
best In town. Snow-whitfamilies who could ill afford the expur dainty and delicious, full
pense) necessary to maintain the serof nutrition. Let us scre you,
or ALBUQUERQUE PLANKS MILL
vices of a physician, and have anthrough your grocer,
swered the purpone equally as well
T11U OLDEST MILL IS THE COT
and often succeeded after our best
YV lien In need of Mub, door frame
phvsiclans have failed. Lydia E.
peclsJtj. 40
etc Scrtwn work
Plnkham's Vegetable Compound Is
207 South First
ne of this kind.
fcouth Hrst Sreet. Telethon iti.
e,

Pioneer Bakery,
St
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i9.

6.15; pigs $4.50fr$.r.O.

MARKETS

Sheep.
fi ,.". 40

;

B.noo.

lambs

wethers $4.00

Wool Market.
St; Louis, Feb. 4 Wool unchanged.

III BILL

i.

'

Steady. Multms $4.25
$.25i'7 2.".: range
6.25; fed fives $3.00i

5.14.

TIIFIR t'ASK ff? NOT LOST.
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 3. In deNew York, Feb. 4. Prime mercanclining to act as chairman of a meettile paper ,3 '.9 414 per cent; cull mon- ing under the auspices of organized
ey easy 2 'ii 3 per cent.
labor to protest against the sentences
Imposed upon Messrs. Gompcrs, Mitt'hlcngo Livestock,
chell and Morrison, of the American
Chicago, Feb.
4. Cattle receipts. Federation of Labor, for contempt of
9.000.
$4. 10
Beeves
7.00;
Texas court, Bishop James A. McFaul, of
steers $4.20i"i.OO; western Bteers the Catholic diocese
of
Trenton,
$3.90ii .50; st ickers and feeders sa ys :
gentlemen
$3.1515.40; cows and heifers $l.80f'
"These sentenced
have
5.50; calves $5.50 7.75.
the sympathy of every truo friend of
Sheep 8.000. Weak. Muttons $3.25 labor, but they have not yet lost
iii$. SO; yearlings $5.90 fi) 7.00; western their case. The court of appeals
lambs $5.50Si 7.65.
must first render Its decisions. We
shall then know what the law Is. If
the law Is as interpreted by the court
Slock.
Amalgamated Copper
75
then it has performed a duty and it
Atehlson
99'j action Is beyond criticism. If the law
pfd
101
is nt fault, fhen It should be repealed.
New York Central
127
Americans have In their power the
Pennsylvania
b
131
tepetil of any law by the ballot. The
8
Southern Pacific
....11 '4 difficulty is that we do not live up
Union Pacific
.... 177 Vi to our motto: "In union there Is
52
United States Steel
strength."
pfd
113
For the nest work on shirt waists
(ruin and IToylslons.
patronize liubbs Laundry Co.
Chicago, Feb. 4. Close:
o
Wheat May $1.09; July 98
Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion. Burdock Blood Bitters pari98H.
May 63 Hi July
Corn
ties the tlocd. clears tho skin, reOats May 52; July
stores ruddy, scunu health.
Pork May $16.90; July $16.97V4-LarMay $9.62
July $9.72 Vi
Before buying call and see our list
9.75.
of residences. Prices $850 to $6,006.
Ribs May $S.S5 Vi W 8.S7 I July Vacant lots for sale. John Borra-dall$9.02 Vi.
corner Third and Gold.
Money.

BY MULLENS

Crystal Thea the

(Continued

from lfltre One.)

are as natural as the fruits from which they are

examiner who is t be iin a"-- j rjiade.
to the territorial auditor nnd
is to tie appointed by thnt ntT;eliil
with the mnsent of the governor
House Bill Ts'o. 828, by Garcia, conIhU fTlciiil Is to receive a wilary of cerning
the public school teachers KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
$2.4 il a year nnd Is to make four Inspections of banks every twelve In rural districts and the grnnting of
months, or iin Inspection every quar- third grade certlllcates. Referred to
TO ENTERTAIN TONIGHT
ter. If enacted, this law, will in the committee on education.
House Hill No. 83, by Huberts, an
crease the efficiency or the termor
for
an appropriation
i,ieh act making
ial traveling auditor's office
on display in Albert
of the Iocal
Seventh Anniversary
now has twice
much work as It onn guaglng the streams of the territory
Council Will lie Celebrated by
rroperly attend to. This bill was of New Mexico. Heferred to the comthe Members,
framed by C. V. Safford, territorial mittee on finance.
Bill No. 84. by Roberta, an
House
sane
the
and
auditor,
traveling
has
In
celebration
of the seventh anto the lady holding the lucky number, Wedof niversary, Albuquerque Council No.
tlon of Governor Curry. Its passage nrt t0 amend various sections
JO.
is believed to be a foregone conclu- Chapter 34, 1907, an act to regulate 641, Knights of Columbus, will enternesday Afternoon
the practice of medicine. lteferred to tain their wives and friends with an
sion.
the committee on Judiciary.
As was predicted, Representative
dance in their new
entertainment
WE GIVE NOTHING BUT THE BEST
House Bill Xo. 8"., by Tipton, an hull on West and
avenue this
Brown's insurrection movement, was
Central
1, Chapter 97
evening. Music for the occasion will
short lived. Yesterday saw no signs act to amend Section
organiza of the Laws of 190 1. lteferred to the be furnished by the Cavanaugh orlit nn
on Judiciary.
MK..W. B. KERN, Tenor, Illustrated Songs
chestra.
Luncheon will be served at
this body committee
tion In the House nor
.
Tipton
J1"""0
..
B rrnltltlnn of the ex- midnight. The following program will
lilo.lv t
MR. J. ROACH, Baritone
act to amend Chapter 53 of the 37th be rendered during tne evening:
citing scenes of Monday.
j
Legislative assembly.
to
Referring
Address Francis K. Wood.
Music by Crystal Orchestra
More Hill Introduced.
lurblic htehwavs. lteferred ito the
Address
J. A. Johnson, grand
new
more
of
Introduction
With the
committee on corporations.
knight of the council.
Mils in both houses yesterday, the,
1!v unanimous consent, Roberts
(carina Wolo Dr. Kugene Baltes.
total of bills Introduced so far trod'ueed House Bill No. 87, an act
All Seats 10c
Matinee Every Day
Vocal Solo Miss Hughes.
142.
House
The
this session reached
relating to the Improvements In cities,
Vocal Solo Mr. K. Landolfl.
SS
bills,
number
while the
leads with
Incorporated towns, etc. Referred to
Evenings, 7:15, 8:15, 9:15
Address Mr. McDermott.
reached in the Council is 54. With the committee on Judiciary,
Vocal Solo 'Miss Viola Blueher.
pendg
are
exceptions
bills
these
few
consent,
Brice
iy
unanimous
ThursTuesdays,
Sundays,
Change of Program
The event promises to be very
in committe. It Is safe to predict troduced House Bill No. 88, an act largely attended anil visiting knights
reported
that many of them will be
relative to garnishment proceedings,
days and Saturdays.
their ladies as well as local
diversely. If reported at all. A good Referred to the committee on judici-man- y and
knights
and their ladies are urgently
of the measures are duplicates, arv.
to be present and help
requested
upon
the
hence those bills touching
a success.
affair
make
the
same subject will be framed into one
xxxxxyrnoacxxxrrrinnoao
two
bills BAND WILL PLAY
and reported. Yesterday
were tabled In the House. Both had
THEY ARE DIFFERENT
reference to a change In the existing
CONCERT SUNDAY
road laws.
In the Council.
Reader, have you ever noticed when
a
proved
Yesterday
afternoon
rather busy one for the Council. Pe- The First of a Series Will He Given reading the advertising of the Cap.
City Bus. College, Guthrie, Okla., that
titions were introduced by Mr.
ut the' I'nrk if the Weather
the ads always said something defW. B. Moore, Mgr.
against
five in all protesting
tvrmlts.
inite? They did not say, "It will not
county.
uny division of Guadalupe
IOC
In our opinion" be thus and so, or "If
Mr. Hanley also Introduced a petiWeather permitting, the first of a you can see it as we do," It strikes
One new reel of pictures each
tion signed by the resident- - of Chillll.
concerts by the j right at the point. It tells you posi-Duday.
protesting against annexation to Tor- - series of open air
City band w ill be given at Rob- - tively thut they have the beet
ranee county.
THE
park Sunday afternoon from terns, the best tcuchers, the best
EXCLUSIVE
Mr. Itanley of the committee on fito five o'clock. The band now ploymcnt bureau and that they eecure
nance, repotted Council Bill No. 3",
SYMPHONY CLUB
MOVING PICTURES
twenty-tw- o
members and fJr their students the best salaried
(in act to prohibit the desecration of numbers
represents
one of the best musical positions; they tell you why this Is
TWO SHOWS, 8:15 AX if 9:15.
graves,
pasrecommending
and
the bill's
sage as amended, which report was organizations in the west. For many.true. They do not stop at simply tell-Matinee Saturday and Sunday
eks past they have been pleasing Ing you, but they back every state-th- e
LADY QUARTETTE
adopted and the bills passed.
at 3 p. m.
patrons of the skating rink with nient by a cash guarantee that not
Mr. Me Bee Introduced joint resolutheir music and now, with the ap- - even a competitor has dared to
h
No. 12, protesting to the secretion
Days.
Golden
Ia
of spring, they anticipate of-- j lunge. A student at any time during
tary of the interior against further
,
The Fatal Hour.
withdrawal of public lands from en- (ering the public a series of open air, his course or at its completion not
finding the school to be as advertised,
TIk) llazers.
try and aklng that lands under I'r-to- n concerts in the city parks,
Members of the band are now busy can, by handing In a written stateLake project be restored to enSome Fine Feature Film In
try. The resolution was referred to selling tickets for their benefit dance ment to that effect, get every cent of
Route,
nun sriailng party which w ill be held his tuition badk, and his railroad fare
the committee on agriculture.
in th skating rink tomorrow even-- I will be paid both from hU home to
ILLUSTRATED SOXGS.
The following new bills were Intro- ing.
The rink will be placed in the the school and return. The Cap. City
duced:
for the. affair Bus, College delivers the goods, and
'By Mrs. Louis Hanlon.
Council Bill 48, by Mr. Prince, an best possible condition
music will ;be furnished by the there are no ifs and ands about it;
MISS JEXME CRAIG,
act to annelid Section lis 3 2 of the and
Th? usual floor space will be that ie ,why it is today the largest
4
Musical blrcctoreaa.
Compiled Laws of 1897, relative to l t"ulior BKaiing purposes wniie a school of bookkeeping,' business train- qualification
elecvoters
ut
of
school
CXXXXsOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXjU
i sction In the ceuter of the room will
ing, shorthand and typewriting in this
tions.
BORE HOLES IN TREES
Council Bill 49, by Mr. Spiess, an be roped in and used exclusively by section. We wish that more of our
could guarantee their
act authorizing corporations to sell dancers. The sale of tickets for the advertisers
stock, bonds or evidences of indebted- event so far has Jbeen most encourag-- 1 good as does this school.
nig and one of tne largest crowds of
TO Kill THE COTTON ness.
Bill 50, by Mr. Navarro, an the season is expected. A small adCouncil
IIOTK ARRIVALS.
, i
act to amend Section 1532
of the mission fee will be charged for thu
'
r.fntleinen,
while
will
admitladies
be
Civic Improvement Society Will Ks- - Compiled Iaws of 1S97. ;
SI urges.
"
ted free.
Council Bill No. 61, by Mr. Mech-oTrinidad;
Robt.
periment With Twenty-liv- e
Trees
H.
Richmond.
,an net providing for xupervVI n
Mortem, Kagle ,N. M.; A. J. Beebe,
FOR BAYARD N. M., January 30
IKmated by the City.
and ixamlnatlon of territorial bank1. lima
.
i.. ii iuiiLdii;.
nii ,
lnver; H. 10. Adams, Socorro, N. M.;
jo
i.'vj. iivrticu ....iiuiiwai3
This is the new banking law.
complete
Wa-- I Ir- - N. Hatch Denver; A. L. Dahlns,
for
of
installation
Hot
A most enthusiastic meeting of the
Council Bill 52, by Mr. Giillcgos,
-r
Bernalillo;
Heating plants In Hospital Corps Chicago W. Wlshburn,
Civic Improvement society was held an act to umend Section 2.175, 2578, of
R. I. McGlnnls, Denver.
2, at
and
No.
Ward
this
Barracks
In the Central High school building the Compiled Laws of 1897, creating
11 a.
yesterday afternoon at four o'clock, district attorney districts for Union post, will be2, received here untilopened.
Alvurado.
1909. and then
ni., March
at which a dozen members
were and Colfax counties.
G. H. Moore, Browne, Ireland; W.
Information furnished on application.
present The matter of exterminaCouncil .Bill 53, by Mr. Spiess, "by V. S. reserves right to accept or re- P. Garside, El Paso; E. C. Bellows,
MOVING PICTURES
ting the flying cotton from cotton request, un act to regulate the prac- ject any
or all proposals or any part Los Angeles; S. M. Kohn, Cleveland;
wood trees throughout the city was tice of veterinary surgery.
ILLUSTRATED SONGS
Envelopes containing pro- Frank Mitchell, Topeka; Mrs. C. E.
thereof.
Many suggesdiscussed at length.
Council Bill 64, by Sir. Catron, an posals should be marked "Heating Heroert, Custer, South Dakota; Mrs.
tions were offered, one of which was act to enact a uniform law for warePlants" and addressed to Capt. S. P. K. 1). Kane. Kane, Pa.; Miss Mitchell,
.
that of grafting the cotton bearing house receipts.
Kane, Pa.; Dr. F. L. Kane, Kane Pa.;
QuarterVestal. Rtd. Constructing
vatrees with limbs of
Bes Orchestra
the City
The Council adjourned until .his master.
Wm. Mann, Kansas City; II. P. Rust,
riety. This method, while It has been afternoon at 2 o'clock, when it will
San Francisco; Mrs. F. B. Van Meter
successfully tried in various parts of meet In Joint sesnlon with the House
For That Terrible Itching.
and wife, Los Angeles; E. C. Lewis,
this territory and Arizona, was not for the purpose of listening to a talk
Rczema, tetter
salt rheum keep Di nver; D. W. Hamlin, Chicago.
Performances at 8
thought practical as it required too by Dr. Kdgar L. Hewitt, regarding their victims In and
torment.
perpetual
much effort before the results were the iiroposul to establish a school of Tho application
of Chamberlain's
and 9 o'Clock.
Savoy.
obtained.
American archaeology in Santa Ke.
Salve will Instantly allay this Itching,
J. B. Rumell, Lawrence, Kan.; J.
The suggestion which seemed to
Busy Session of House.
by
and many cases have been cured
C. Glowny. Cleveland; F. Raymond
meet with the approval of those in
Immediately upon the convening of Its use. For sale by all druggists.
and wife. Tucson, Ariz.; W. C. Ful-ler- t.
attendance yesterday, was that of the House yesterday morning, three
Burlington, la.: B. F. Comlskey,
boring one Inch holes In the base of petitions were Introduced as follows:
Our work Is RIGHT In every de-p- New York City: J. Donovan and wife,
'
bearing
the
tree
of
trunk
the
the
A
by
petition
present
Mr.
Mullens,
Sunday
AfterMatinee
Denver.
knent. Hubhs Laundry Co.
cotton In the early spring, letting the ed by the people of Chaves county and
sap drain therefrom for a period of protesting Mguinst any division of that
noon at 3 o'Clock.
cbout 6 weeks, after which time county, whereby the town of Luke
plugs of woo,j are to be inserted, Arthur would be attached to any
d
The depth of the holes would necesnew county; a petition by Mr.
sarily vary, according to the dlametur Bushkevitz, presented by the .people
of the tree.
The draining of thiB of L'nion and Mora counties, asking
hap, it is found by experiment, does that the county of Bent be created;
rot kill the tree but merely prevents ' a petition oy .Mr. Brown, from tn
the bearing of cotton pods.
This citizens of l'nion county, asking for
process Is found necessary but once the annexation of the town of Logan
every three years and judging from to Union county,
results obtained In various sections
At the afternoon session, Mr. Baca
of the country where the nujsance introduced House Joint Memorial No.
1:. most prominent,
the plan is a suc - Jl, memorializing Congress to provide
cess.
jfur the refunding of excess amounts
The city lias donated twenty-fiv- e
paid by the several counties info the
trees for experimental purposes and territorial treasury for the payment
S3?
the society will sec that holes are of the territorial debt.
bored In these trees. If the experiAside from the passage of the Bent
ment is a success the plan will bo county bill and the laying on the
followed generally. The suggestion table of two bouse bills reported adhas also been made that If the holes versely by the committees
having
0
ere filled with sulphur it will rid the them under consideration, the House
tn es of worms, and this will probab- did little business.
ly be tried.
The following new bills were intro4,
WA
duced:
House Hill No. 77, by Baca, appropThe rapid Increase m our hufliic
Is due to good work
nd fair treat- riating $33,000 for completing tile exment of our palror
I
Hubbe laundry. ecutive mansion and the capitol extension. Referred to tile committee
1
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t
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TO BE GIVEN AWAY
February

1

at 2:45;

(

ELKS'
Opera House

COLOMBO

THEATRE

63.
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Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City, Feb. 4. Cattle reRooming House
ceipts, 3,000. .Steady. Southern steers Mlnneapelis
$4.50(!i6.00;
southern cows $2.60ff)
521 South Second St., corner Iron.
4.25; native cows and heifers $2.25(if
5.75; stockers nnd feeders $3.20 i 6.25
All new iron beds. Rooms for
western cows $3.00 5.25.
housekeeping. Single room. $1.25 up.
Hogs, 11.000. Steady. Bulk $5.S0Tt No
invalids received.
6.35; heavy $5.25i 5.45; packers and
butchers $5.85i. 6.40;
light $5.50(r
O. MORELLI, Prop.

Builders'

and

Finishers'

SuppliV,

Me-che-

Native and ClUcago Lumber, Sherwin-William- s
Paint None Better.
Building Paper, Piaster, lame, Cement, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.

t3

ADMISSION

J. C. BALD RIDGE

sys-Ins-

I

423 SOUTH FIRST

em-thr- ee

w

GROSS KELLY & COMPANY

chal-proac-

Thursday,
February llODi

INCORPORA TED

WHOLES ALU
GROCERS

I

I

ct-e-

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers
Albuquerque and

las

Vegas

tonight!

i

Elks' Theatre

t-

SYSTEM AND ECONOMY

j

EVERY WOMAN
Knows that where there is system, everything runs smoothly. In order for a woman to manage her household affairs
with system and economy, she must have control of receipts
and expenditures.
A checking account will give an accurate record of how
much is spent each week or month. It enables you to see
just where the leaks are.
Pay by check; it helps you
to keep within your income.

j

j

h

non-beari-

:

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
$200,000

All Seats 10c

at

ONE MORE JOB ON LIST
OF WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONS

pro-icse-

MONTEZUMA

HHUnraaOMBMBBHaa

f

TRUST

ALBUQUERQUE

mm mm, fmmmmm

CO.

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

,

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

At

OCXJCX)OOOCXX)OCXXXXXXXXXXJOOn

you have lost your Job
you can soon get another by

If

running an ad

In

FOR RENT
BRBBenBJMBOHMHBH
Store Rooms on llrot si. and
tt'M Central ave. Store rooms
on 1'ifth vt., iH'tween West On-Ira- !
and Gold.

Tho Citizen
WANT COLUMNS.

SAM--

8

acres,

7

mile

fi'oin city nt a bargain.

The cost Is srral!; tho
eult are big.

re-

-

M. L. Schutt
SIS Eouth Second Street.
CXXJCXXXXXXJOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

on finance.
Hons.. Rill Xo.

7K, by Baca, by request, an act providing for the writing publishing of a history of New
Mixieo.
Referred to the committee

on tltiance.
House Hill No. 79, by Davidson, an
act to make all personal property subject to execution
for the purchase

jal.v..W''JlWXr,jJ.,VvV.V

Consolidated Liquor Go.

.aw.'.vWUaW..

THE FIRST PROFK.-MA- loNAL WOCHAUFFEUR IN LONDON.
be
I
Miss because they did not want to
4.
union.
When
Fib.
thereof. Referred to the committee
woman burdened with a man chauffeur.
en Judiciary.
Sheilah O'Neill, an expert
To supply a demand, already ere
House Bill No. SO, by Davidson, an nutomobllist, began her work as a
act for the recording of certified cop-i- chauffeur for a big city garage, a ated, and with a view of preventing
frequent accidents to the cars that
of patents Issued by the United new occupation for women was Inwere sometimes Fent out In inexperStat, s for lands. Referred lo the com- augurated.
popular, ienced hands, a big firm employed
As autiMii'il.i'.iinj became
mittee on Judiciary.
House Bill No. 8 IS, By Mullens, it was found that many women, who Miss O'Neill. Her success was tt surcreating the office of county super- did not own ears, Indulged in the prise and a number of young women
visor of public highways.
Referred pleasure and frequently they insUt-e- d are already being trained for similar
to the committee on judiciary.
on running the cars themselves positions.
Ml."
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KILL, WHO

IS

bvhnYTHING

-

Write tor Illustrated

e.

OFFICE

H

121

AND
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I

xx
OUR LINE

Catalog and Price List
SALES

and 123 North First St.

ROOM

Phone 138

i

Tiitnsnw, FKimr.nY t,
CITY

mon.

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

oH"s

lat ( r I ni; Irrw

Gallup Egg, per ton
All Coal. No Rock.
-

-

-

JOS. L. DURAN,
Sulphur Hot Spring?

-

New Mexico

'

PAHK FUND

PASSAGE

PF BILL

Arc

Tiir-clmx- c

11

$5.50

$4.25

W. H. HAHN CO.

We treat all forms or diseases.
Rheumatism, Dropsy, Bad Blood,
Ulcers, Deafness,
Nervousness,
Paralysis, Stomach and Bladder
eto. ' We
Troubles,
Strictures,
guarantee the cure of Catarrh.
We give free Instructions on use
of the waters. Baths are automatic. Come or write.

TO THE

MEN ASK

REALTY

Itoiiuitifl Mimical OrsmnlilUni
Ho JITC 8Oll.

Best Gallup Block, per ton

All Chronic Diseases Cured.

DONATES

;lvon Only $100 U cvIcmI Xmv for
It Will rrovlilo I'ihiiIs for n Survey of
to
V
Icy IjtimK Wlili'h lluve
of Additional llliM-- In tlio
Highlands.
the
The Symphony Club and Lady
By this morning's mall, Mr. Bryan,
An pri'dlrtod by The Citizen yesQuartette, to appear In Albuquerque of the park commission, received a terday tho
of realty men at
tne night, February 11 at the Elks'g donation for the enlarffement of the the Commercial rlub yesterday aftheatre, has received the most flater-In- Highland park of $50 from 1). Q. ternoon adopted the report of the
papers. Grant, of Los Ang.los,
notices in metropolitan
Calif. Mr. luml purveying committee, and voted
The "Frisco Call" says:
. unanimously that Counelltn in Hanley
urant says in his letter:
Schuby
the
"The entertainment
"The more parks Albuquerque can should endeavor to have n bill passed
QuarLady
and
Symphony
Club
bert
get the better Impression it gives out- l'y the present legislature making It
tette at the T. M. C. A. last night wns siders who vllt the city, and the possible for county commissioners to
n most enjoyable affair, and the aumore It adds to the pleasure of tho
a epeelal tax levy for the purdience testified their appreciation of town's population. Any movement to make
pose of pacing for an official plat of
by
program
in
things
the
the good
Improve and enlarge
the present ' private nd public land. The propos
frequent demands for a repltltlon."
parks Is worthy of the support of all ed act will greatly simplify matters,
says:
Daily
News of Denver
The
property owners."
and greatly aid county assessor in
"It Is rarely, Indeed, that Denver
and carrying out their work.
Thus speaks an enterprising
I', favored with such vocal execution
progressive property owner; one who
The meeting yesterday was largely
and Instrumental as well. When It Is dues not propose to stand by and al- attended
and no time was spent in
Quartette
said that the work of the
low others to
oftlmes needless talk. The report was adopt
contribute
perIs beyond criticism and the other
through stress, towards civic Improve- ed and a bill covering the matter,
formances the work of professionals, ments which will add to the value of drawn
up by District Attorney Clan
the truth is told"
his property. He wants to bear him- cy, was offered for consideration. Hec- pleased
Lovers of the violin will be
self part of the burden of establishreary A. Fleischer read the bill, and
to know that Mr. Thomas Purcelle, ing a prosperous and beautiful city It met
with the approval of the meet
be
the young American virtuoso, will
here In the center of the proposed ing in every detail.
enIn
their
with the Symphony Club
state of New Mexico.
The bill as it will be offered in the
joyment at Albuquerque. Close appliThis generous donation should en- legislature follows:
Amcation to study under the best
courage every soliciting committee to An act relative to County Surveys of
erican and foreign masters, coupled renewed effort to raise the small
Land for Purposes of Taxation.
with rare natural talent, has enabled amount still required. There Is now lie It enacted
by the Legislative As
him, at an early age, to win a place needed not more than $400 and this
:
Territory of
of
sembly
the
among the foremost artists.
amount could be secured in one short
afternoon If every man interested In
Section 1,- The board of county
the Improvement especially of that commissioners of each county in the
section of our city, should get busy. territory of New Mexico, is hereby
Since the matter has gone as far as authorized and empowered. In their
It has, the people of the city cannot discretion, to levy a tax annually of
afford to allow the scheme to lapse not more than one mill upon each
In
the
fur want of financial backing. Tho dollar of taxable propery
additional block will not only increase county, the proceerte of which tax
half,
more
than
the eize of the park
.xhall be known as "County Survey
but will Immeasurably add to the Fund," and' xhall be used for no othpark.
It er purpose than those indicated In
beauty and efficiency of the
furnishes
that diversified surface this act.
which is so desirable in landscape
tsection 2. The said "County Sur
gardening and to secure which other vey Fund" shall be used for tho pur
money.
cities spend enormous sums of
pose of making surveys of land neui
In a few years the park will te In the in private ownership In the county
91
center of a large residential section ind for the ascertaining of the names
and will lncreu.-- e the value of all of all owners of euch land, so far aa
property within a radius of half a necessary to enable the county assesmile from, fifty to two hundred per sor to make assessments with com
cent. On this account many of the plete and proper descriptions of all
large property owners in its Imme- land held in private ownership in tho
diate vicinity are among the largest county, which surveys hall be made
and most liberal contributors. How- under the direction of the board of
ever, the most eager donators are county commissioners, in the same
among those who have no selfish mo- manner as other county surveys are
tives 'but are anxious to do anything made, and all payments from said
for the improvement of the city, ir fund shall he mada only upon ac
to the
of the locality where that counts made and presented
VELVET SKIN LOTION respective
Improvement le made.
board of county commissioners, as
now provided "by law with regard to
Clears the Skin Quickly
Our stilrt and collar work ta per- other accounts.
fect. Our "DOMESTIC FINISH" i
Section 3. It shall hereafter be tne
$1.00 a Bottle
the proper thing. We lead other dutv of county assessors to make as
follow.
scssments of all land held in private
IMPERIAL IxVCXDRY CO.
ownership in their respective counties
Write for FREE Booklet on Sucwhether the name oo subject to taxa
KIND
IlKST
skin
GAI.TTTP
LUMP.
THE
of
the
cessful Home Treatment
or not, and to put the same on
tion
SIjATE.
OH
SliACK
XO
TOX;
$5.50
tax rolls, showing by proper nothe
ETTHWEIGHT
MAKE
ROCK TO
tation thereon tho fact of non-lla- co., phone si.
nn.
AILEEN BERG
and the reasons
l.llitv to taxation
o
here euch
EL PASO, TEX.
in every case
therefor
deevery
fen
RIGHT
Is
work
Our
exists.
fnct
LAondry
Co.
Uubbn
partment,'
Section 4. This act ball take ef
This Preparatiod is sold in Albufect from the date of Its passage.
'
querque at tne Parisian.
I

SULPHUR
HOT SPRINGS

GRANT

AHDUDY OUARTEI

FIFTY NEW HOUSES
Many will be surprised to know
what rapid growth the city is making.
Since January 1st, a careful canvas
ovt-the city shows over fifty new
houses now In course of erection;
also the Inquiry for good building lota
is more brisk than for a year. Col.
D. K. B. Sellers etill has twelve beaubuilding lot
In
the
tiful
Eastern addition which he offers to
sell at the original plat prices: $20
down; balance, 15 a month.
Send to office, 204 Gold avenue,
for plats or salesman to show

IM.

CLUB

THE SYMPHOHY

GROWING FAST,

PACiB

Phone

Look Better

nnx

Truth and
Quality

HOTEL

WHY NOT

Montezuma' Grocery

Corner Bmoond mnd Oold

HOME COOKING
Excellent Service
Particular peop.e have been
pleased with Columbus Meals for
many years. Have you tried them?

THIRD STHEET

Liquor Company

Copper and Third
if Groceries and Liquors
Imported and Domestic

All Kinds

Jl Kin da of Froth and Salt Meat
Steam Baa .gw Twoborj.
KMiL KLKLN WOItT
t Bonding. North Third Street

and save yourself time and
energy. Just stop and consider
where you could use rubber
stamps to advantage then send
us your order.

Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
Linuor bv the Gallon or Bottle.
Family Trade Solicited,
SATISFACTION

Meat Market

and

RUBBER
STAMP IT

GUARANTEED

Call Phone or send for Solicitor,

PHONE 1029
Subscribe for the Citizen ad Get
the NEWS.
1

. H. COX. The Plumber
PLUMBING, KEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING

Mil'

in

m

nmmea

S;amps made in our own
enabling us to del.ver on
notice.
Send for our catalog- - of
Leaf devices and rubber
good

Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures.

shop,

short

Loose
stamp

3.

H.S. L1THGOW

706 West Central Ave.

Phone 1020

ii i

Bookbinder, Rubber Stamp Maker
314 W. Gold Av.
Phone 924.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BiNK
OF

JELLS

etlliP

TEAM

TABLED

appeal to tho
in Jvery
walk of life and are essential to permanent
success and creditable standing. Accor-Inglit is not claimed that Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna is tho only remedy of
known value, but one of many reasons
why it is the best of personal and family
laxatives is tho fact that it cleanses,
sweetens and relieves the internal organs
on which it acts without any debilitating
after effects and without having to increase
the quantity from time to time.
Well-inform-

y,

EXTENSION
TABLES
Square or Round
In'Golden Oak, Early Engj
lish, Fumed Oak or
Mahogany
Square Tables from $7.50 to $35.00
Round Tables from $15.00 to $65.00
China Closets to match tables. Buffets and chairs
in endless variety. We can save you money.

It acta pleasantly

find naturally and
truly as a laxative, and its component
parts are known to and approved by
physicians, as it is free from all objectionable substances. To get its beneficial
effects always purchase the genuine
manufactured by the California Tig Syrup
Co., only, and for sale by all leading

ALBERT FABER

SUITS ARE FILED

IViincnUaum ltate Arc
Mudo defendants lit Suit Filed
hy Ftrt National llnnk.

Ilclrs of

Max Dennenbaum
and Bernard
Dennenbaum, heirs of Mrs. L. Dennenbaum, deceased, and Simon Dennenbaum, were made defendants In a
suit filed In the Second district court
yesterday by the. First National bank.
The action was brought to recover on
a promteory note, with Interest, given
by Mrs. I Dennenbaum to Simon
Bibo. The latter transferred the paper to the bank. The amount sued
for la $747.72.
The Consolidated Liquor company
appeared as the plaintiff In two suits
filed In the Second district court yesterday afternoon. Doroeto Torres and
Dolores Sedlllo were made defendants
in an action for $98.24 judgment, In
which the obligation Is alleged to be
a promlsory note. The second suit
wm against J. M. Archuleta, and Is
a suit on account, In which the plaintiff asks Judgment In the Bum of

Get a "John Deere"
PLOW and HARROW
For the Best Results
We illustrate a "DEERE" Mixed Land Flow with
Steel Beam. A good general purpose plow. Also
a "DEERE AJAX" Steel Lever Harrow, Strong
and Flexible.

$462.31.

Attorney Frank Ackerman yesterday, appearing for Xavler Schneider,
filed suit against Medard Wlrth, praying Judgment in the sum of $1,000,
alleged to be duo on two promlsory
notes, one for $60 and another for
$400.

Raabe&JVUuger

CONCERT

BOY BAND

TO BE GIVEN

FEB.

18

Tickets and
Practicing tho Music.
Selling

Tho lloys Are

10

If a youth wearing a green uniform, with brass Tttuttons, and a cap,
GAME
THE
calls at your house between now and
BETJNTO
the 18th of the month, with a number of pasteboards in his hand, enManager McMilloii fcuy. the Athletic courage the young musician by the
rltirohase of a couple of tickets. He
Tin in is Wlllhig to Flay. Hut
will be a member of Learnard &
Intimates Thut ialhi)
Boy Jand and deserving of
IMight to t.i'l a
any patronage you can give. The
JtoMitatiou.
tickets will be for a concert to be
theatre on the
Six members of the Albuquerque given at the Elks' 18,
which promof February
Athletic club basket ball team board- evening
ises to be a musical treat.
ed No. 2 this morning anj this evenTho canvass of the city to sell ticing will meeet the Iis Vegas five on
kets was decided upon last night t a
the court In that city. Before leav- meeting
held after a very successful
ing, however. Manager McMlllen of
practice. Tho development made by
the A. A. C was shown a communibands Is wonderful. Tho First
cation from the Gallup Five wherein the twoplays
like an organization of
Manager Stephen Canavan, Jr., of band
and the Becond
musicians
seasoned
loaccuses
the
aggregation
the latter
so very far behind, excal team of not being "men of their squad is not
cepting in the ranks of tho latest beword."
Manager ginner.
To a Citizen reporter,
The music for the concert is being
MoMillen said:
n
hearsed now, and the renditions
Manto
a
letter
written
"I have
a much
ager Canavan and I not only accepted would be complimentary theto ensemble
In
in older organization.
c game with them to he played
the two bands .there will be fifty
their city but I chall. ngod them to of
young
musicians on the stage. It 1?
on
city
In
game
this
played
be
a
to
the interest every youngremarkable
birthday,
the evening of Lincoln's
In his horn or nU
taken
has
ster
I
feel
12.
confident
Friday, February
is
a family In the city
there
If
flute.
players
composed
of
that our team is
toy or two old
a
Is
there
where
a
boys
A.
give
C.
the G.
that can
what
enough
to
mulc Is, their
know
playnever
game such as they hav
juvenile muthese
with
affiliation
ed before.
Will be of great benefit to
sicians
ment
of the
"Since the commene.
mischief.
and them and keep them out of
word battle between our team
that of the G. A. C, which has been
printed in both Allnniu. r.UP and Gal- TO TAKE ITALIAN BACK
lup papers from time to time, we
have received many requests from
backers of the game in this city that
TO BAKERSFIELD
we meet the Gallup te.im and prove
to them that our boys are far their
superior. I notice that Manager CanHe Is Not Improving ami Ills lYIemls
avan states his team "lias people
Will lie Aiked to Come Here
them who are not afraid to part
for J I .
with a little money when there Is a
t ha nee to get the worth of It back
Giovanni del Grande, the Italian
am glad to
in good, clean fcport."
hay that our boys have tho same kind in the city Jail suffering from a peculiar form of Insanity, will in all
of backing.
"As to our men "not being men of probability be taken to his home at
riiysielun
City
their word" my letter to Mr. Canavan Makersfield, Cal.
will prove that faet to lie .out of the I'earce says that the symptoms have
ouestioti as we will gladly meet any haiiK"l from a violent form of
and
melancholy
to one of
roviding they
t am In the territory
have the proper mat rial. On my re- there Is danger that the man will
temporary
The periods of
turn from Vegas I will complete at. tuicid".
His case
rnngemcnts with the ; A. C. team sanity are less frequent.
and then we can we, which team is I." not th night incurable, but hiscondition is such that it Is not deemlast."
d safe to allow him to continue his
Tile local team untie- pates returning with the scalps of 'lie Vegas Hig journey toward New York.
.Members of the local colony of
Five dangling at tin ir belts and then
themselves
it will be up to the G.illhip hoys to Italians have interest.
fee what they can do ith the local ill liie case, and have opened II c.rrs- olldenee with tile ma n's f! le dS ill
.iKgrt nation,
l.
II.
It has been suggested to
them taut they com,; and take him
i urn-XFiioM tiii: mixk
voru inx ou.i.i i van. si.a.i: ,.,-- to Hakersfiebl. It has been
AM. COM.. II All CO. IMIOM: VI. learned hat Grande had a vineyard
io .ir l: ikei st'ieid. which he recently
:old. and that is where lie i"t tin-ihe-hi-

j
ALL THE WAY UP
Uie foundation to the shlnglea on the root, me are acll-tn- g
Bolldlng Material Cbeaper than 70a hro bought for
many years. Save at leant 25 per cent and

From

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material
PHONE 8.

THE

DEPOSITORY A. T.

&i

REPORT OP CONDITION NOVEMBER 27TM, 1908

R

THIRD AND MARQ tXETTE.

Albuquerque Lumber Co

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkot

Pint and

Rooflnf

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Marqtsette

a

i

ESTABLISHED

'OLD RELIABLE,"

1873

S. PUTNEY

L.

WHOLESALE

THE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest aud Most Exclusive Stock of Staple
the Southwest

i

S. F. RAILROAD CO.

COR-VE-

Lumber Co.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

I

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

N. First Street.

115-11- 7

1

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

West Central Avenue

308-31- 0

PROMISORY NOTES

FOR

'":

COLUMBUS

rivm

Grocerie

In

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
X

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

RAILROAD AVENUE

1

tcmouRCtm

LIABILITIES

Loans and Discounts
$1,571,
Bonds, securities, etc. .
..
49,086.33
Banking House and fixtures..
30,970.80
Gov'nt Bonds.. $ 333.937-1, 131,600.00
Cash and Ex
Cash Resources
1.465,537.50
1 39-4-

5

Capital
Surplus and Profit
Circulating notes

Deposits

iker-fl.-h-

$

200,000.00
56,08s. 33

200,000.00
2,669.645.73

to

woomiKV op Tim woitr.n

W. Central
if KOKKST AT 811''.
Meet Kvery Friday Fvciilng
at 8 Sharp.
W. Moons C. O.
K. riillllp CrV,
Ave.
402 West

r.

I.

Total

$3,125,734.06

Total

$3, 125,734.06

VISITING SOVF.HFIGXS WEL.
COME.

!!

y

f

nin.

oi

I

Cu-..--

s

RESTAURANT
209 8.

his p.

a sore
t'iroat us lir. Thomas' K'eetrlo Oil.
rcurs. ltelieves any
It m a
In any part.
'I'll .re'.--

WHITE HOU5E

.. good for

i. '.iiie;

MEALS

rirtt St.

AND

LUNCHES

fc--

Vf-l-

o

Teacher of piano, mandolin a ml
guitar. llatoH reasonable. For terms
ailly W liltson Moslo Oo.

Come in

the eating's

I No Fancy Price

fine

Hero

RICO HOTEL
AND BAR
Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Best Meal In Town From
5 Cents Up.
Rooms by Day, Week or Month
111 XortV

First

St.

alb T7Q tjek QUE citizen.

AGE MX.

TIH

of the territory. I i
DEDICATED FEB.
BIRTHPLACE WILL
district in southwestern So !
i - iirr.i e iuntv. whli h now produces nl
n
f
of the third ir n
most
dollars' worth of gold that will
THE NATION AS A SHRINE OF AMERICAN PATRIOTISM
In- - credited
to New .Mexico tli!. year.
Tho pincers of southern Santa I
.it- county maintain their output.
small. and
comparatively
tin American history are the Phila
though
exposition of S76, which
delphia
I.lni-olin the vi- county,
eeli brat.'d a century of Independence,
clnity of Parsons, has been producing
la
and the Chicago exposition in 1893,
this year, nltimugii the camp ot w line
In honor of Columbus, to celchr&tP
Oaks Is very quiet. The sale of the
the fifth centennial of the discovery
Crown Point nt Uland, In the
of the continent.
district, promises that this, eld on nip
will again resume its place among the
In Hint first ten years of the nine- Sierra and t'.rant
liuM proclu.-erwcentury was li n n, in New
their usual quota
furnish'-York. Milliard Fillmore. In isno; In
Review of tho Industry Shows counties
of the production, but as In copper,
(New l!anihln. In 1ii4, Franklin
Is In K
gold mining In New
.pierce; In North Carolina, In 1808.
Progress Made and
period of transition that will moU
In the wilds of
Andrew Jackson.
likely lead from a stage of comparaKentucky. In ISO;.
another child
J Ul-.Indications for
fl
tively sluggishness to one of great activity in the near future and with an
Increase,
Increase of production that may be
o
gold
termed phenomenal,
revlow of tlie prospects abound In the mining counA r miim hcnslve
of the territory, and some of the
mill i. l' imliiHtrv in Now Mvxloo fur ties
ledges, as fnr ns developed, are vast
1m
III
nrt'u'le
an
Kivcti
iim
it
in extent, but in the eagerness to exthe ploit the higher grade pockfets, these
hi in. ii by Col. Max Frost for
o
of the Mining World,
lih nrodiicers have been ne
mi: 'wiit
Kivt-swin.-in this edition, a revi.-glected and during the present year.
uf t.i- industry for the yeur lays i", the abundant capital needed to make
.ill tli- principal districts of the I'nil-them profitable has been difficult or
(1
.ut.-and M' Xli o. The review impossible io procure.
H
i
Sliver.
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They Reach More People Daily Than You Can See In a Month

MALE HELP
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a clean sweep of all odds
and ends in Floor Coverings, at a sacrifice.
Our spring goods in Carpets, Art Squares, lace
Curtains, Portiers, Lino,
leums. Etc., are arriving
and we will be pleased
to show them to you,
whether you buy or not
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Business Cppcrtunlt le

nan w:tn small capital.
To buy old feather beds WANTED $9 a month, 7t expense WANTED
allowance at start to put eut merTake charge of territory for merGood prices paid.
chandise and grocery catalogues;
chandising business; write for par(Send postal; will call. 51. Langcr,
mail erder house. American Hesne
Pope Automatic
ticulars.
303 South llrst street.
Merchandising
Supsly Ce., Desk 30, Chlcage, III.
Company, Corn ExWANTED Clean rags at the Citizen
change Bank Building. Chicago.
MEN WANTED QUICKLY By big
office.
Chicago mall order house, ta disregarding
WANTED
Information
AUCTIONEER
tribute catalogues, advertise, etc.
farm or business for sale; not par$25 a week; $60 expense allowance
ticular a"out location; wlh to near
J. M. Sollle of the firm of Sollie St
first menth; no experience reqalred.
from owner only, who will sell diManager, Dept. 501, 385 Wabash Le Breton, 117 West Gold avenue
rect to buyer; give price, descriphas obtained an auctioneer's license
avenue, Chicago.
tion, and state when possession can
for the purposa of serving the public
be had. Address L. Darbyshlre, MEN Take orders for tae largest in that capacity as well as doing an
portrait house. Some of our men auction business at
Bo 1030, Rochester, N. T.
their own store
are making $3M a month, so can on
of each week, at 1:30
For manufacturing metal
WANTS
you.
Address, National Art and and Thursday
7:30 o'clock. Mr. Sollle has
specialties, medels, dies, stampings,
Crayaa Co.. Dept. 447. Chicago.
had broad experience In the auction
and special machinery. Natienal
business in his younger davs. with
9
Stamping and Electric Works,
FOR REN1
fcis close attention to business and the
8. Jeffer.-aSt., Chicago.
pelite and easy way in which he can
FOR RENT Five-roohouse. Fur- aaaress the people, will assure him
FOUND
LOST
niture for sale. 615 South Broad- success as in other days. The peo
way, a, L. Chambers.
yie ui juouquerque can make
no
LOWT
A small neck fur. Finder will
please leave at this office and re- FOR RENT Typewriters, ail kinds. mistake In giving Mr. Sollie their
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange, work.
ceive reward.
215 West Central.
L08T Watch fob; black silk ribbon,
PHYSICIANS
RENT Furnished,
with English half sovereign of 1884 FOR
medera
house, close in. No health seekers.
attached; keepsake. Finder please reInquire room 18, Barnett bldg.,
turn to L. B. Putney's store and rew. smith, m.
Phone 54.
ceive reward.
Practice limited to
Herlnas.
FOR RHNT Three houses in HighDiseases of Women,
SALESMEN
lands; may be yours by paying
Diseases of the Rectum,
8100 down and $15 monthly. Rio
Oenlto-Urlnar- y
Diseases.
Valley
Co.,
Orande
Land
and
Third
to
man
work
WANTHD
Reliable
Hours, 10 a. m. to 12 m.; 2 to 4
Gold,
city af Albuquerque with Clear Ha
p. m.; 7 to 8 p. m.; Sundays and Holi
vana Cigar proposition. For partic- FOR RENT Portion ot good ware.ov iu iv.ov a. in.
nooma,
ulars address Box 601 Tbor Sub- house; easy af access for drays
8
C.rant Bldg. Residence. 90S
Station, Tampa, Fla.
or hauling goods. Innuire West Tljcras Ave.
"B" this office.
capable salesman to cever
WANTHD
New Mexico with staple line. High
SOLOMON L. BCRTOX, SI. D.
FOR SALE
commissions, with $109 monthly
to
position
advance. Permanent
Physician and Surgeon.
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., De FOR SALE A modern 7 room brick
residence,
Lowlands. J. Borradaile, Residence, 610 South
trolt, Mich.
Walter Street
Third and Gold.
Phone 1030. Office, 9 Harnett
WANTHD
Salesman to carry up-t- o
FOR
as
SALE
aide
General
alustrating
Building. Phone, 017.
date Souvenir Post Cards
course In the Scranton Correspondline. Money making proposition
ence
(making
$200
Apply
school.
221 3. BroadSome af our men
A. G. KHOHTLE, M. D.
way. Phone 653.
monthly. State references. Gartner
& Bender, Chicago.
cotFOR SALE Two three-rooPractice Limited to Tuberculosis.
tages .to meve away. B. II. Ives,
BIO MONEY made selling our Una
Systems
Lighting
which
Gaaollne
of
Hours 10 to 12 and 2 to 4
Fourth and Santa re.
la the most extensive, mod rn and
Telephone 888
AlSALE Or will exchange for
manufactured under one FOR
Rooms 8, 9 and 10, State National
buquerque
estate,
eight
real
fine
Is
light
Inverted
roof. Our latest
Bank Block.
residence lata at Long Beach, Cal.
a wonder: 800 candle power; gen
Apply at Citizen office.
tf
floor;
lighted
the
from
arated and
SALE A fine Hard man piano,
DENTISTS
caa ba turned down to a very low FOR
good as new, beautiful tone. A
pitch; will stand any draught;
chance ta possess an Instrument of
saKable for tba stora or home; ow
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
unexcelled make at Just half what
ing to Its patentable features wa
It Is worth.
On exhibit at Whit-son- 's
we can protect you mm CKpei
Denial Surgery.
d
Music store, 124 South
tlon. A five year guarantee Trtta
street, Albuquerque.
each system; a proven success; de
Koouis 2 and 3, Barnett Building,
mand enormous; quick seller; big tJH tiALhi
traded honey, 10
Over O'RIeJIy's Drug Store.
money maker; exclusive territory.
pounds for $1.00;
can for
Appointments Made by Mall.
Illinois
Knight Light Co.,
$5.00.
Order by postal of W. P.
Phone 741.
Allen, P. O. box 202, Albuquerque,
St. Chicago, 111.
N. M.
SALESMEN Experienced Jn any line
DRS. COPP AND PETTIT.
to sell general trade In the south
AGENTS
west An unexcelled specialty propDENTISTS.
Commissions with $36
osition.
Agents make $6 a day;
weeklv advance for expenses. The WANTED
seven fast sellers; big new illustratRoom 12.
Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland
ed catalogue and samples free.
Ohie.
N. T. Arrnijo Building.
Commercial Supply Co., Box 3068,
ALES MEN tnterestea in F03t Card
Boston, Mass.
aide Una, write for our new offer. WANTED Agents to sell our line of
EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. S.
Free sample outfit, highest comcigars with a new patent cigar
missions. We manufacture com
ngnter. can also be carried as a Office hours, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m,
plete Una of albums, stands, cards.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
side line Address Crown Cigar Co.,
W.
Co.,
IIS
Continental
Art
views.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Monroe St., Chicago.
ApfMtintments made by mall.
WANTED An energetic,
educated
Phone 456
SALESMAN WANTED tor 1900 who
man to sell the New International 306 W. Ontral Ave.
baa had experience In any line, to
Encyclopaedia
In New Mexico;
ell general trade in New Mexico
splendid opening; state age, pres
LAWYERS
an unexcelled specialty proposition
ent employment and give referee
adweekly
$35
uoaa,
with
ces.
Commissions
Mead and company.
R. W. D. BRYAN
vance for expenses. Our season
Shukert Building, Kansas City, Mo,
opens January 4th. The Continental AGENTS,
MALE OR FEMALE, can
Attorney at Law.
Jewelry Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
make all kinds of money selling
my Pongee Swiss Embroidered Olfice I 'in National Bank Building
500 experienced salesmen
WANTED
of cood address at once to sell
Waist Patterns and Silk Shawls.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Big money for you. Catalogue
Mexican lands; big commissions;
to
making
$600
request.
are
men
our best
mailed on
Joseph Gluck,
E. W. DOBSON
21 Broadway, N. Y. city.
$1,000 a month; everybody buys
Com
Coast
land. Mexican West
Attorney at Law.
WHITE and we will explain how we
pany, Kansas City, Mo.
pay any man $86 per month and all
Office, Cromwell Block.
traveling expenses to take orders
sales
WANTED Honest, energetic
Albuquaque,' New Mexico.
men to sell a general line of high
for portraits. Experience unneces
sary. This offer made by the great
grade food products to hotels, resIRA M. BOND
est portrait house In the world
taurants, farmers, rancher and
Write now before It la too late
Other large consumers. Experience
Attorney at Law.
unnecessary;
R. D. Martel. Dept. 120. fThlcago.
we teach you the
business; exclusive territory. Oar AGENTS Opportunity
of lifetime.
Lnnd Talents, Copywriglits,
goods are guaranteed full weight,
no experience necessary, big cash Pensions,
Caveat.
1.'UT Patents, Trade
full measure and In every way
profits
dally
and one agent made
Murks, Claims.
meet the reulrementa of all pure
$21 In one hour; every one will 36
N.
W.
Street
F
Valiinrton. D. C.
food laws. Exceptional opportunbuy; we issue more accident and
M
ity; write today for particulars.
ADDISON
T1IOS.
K.
1.
policies
any
sickness
than
other
John Sexton & company, Wholesimilar company In the world; we
Attorney at Law
sale Grovera, Lake & Franklin sts.,
give the most popular and cheapChicago.
est Insurance written; new plan, $1
Office. 117 West Gold Ave.
a year for $100 policy; no assessWANTED Agents to sell newly patments or dues; other amounts In
ented rapid selling household speproportion; death benefit weekly
cialty for manufacturers; great deARCHITECT
indemnity, free medical attendance.
mand with large profits. Address
original
popular
features,
Manufacturer,
P. O. Box ITOt,
either
W. SPENCER
sex; all claims promptly and libPittsburg, Pa.
Architect.
erally settled;
Insurance
assets.
ff ANTED Success Magacrnn requires
$500,000;
representatives
reliable
1221
South
St.
Walter
Phone RS3
the services of a man in Albuquerwanted everywhere, exclusive terque to look after expiring subscripritory; liberal, permanent Income
tions and to secure new buslneaj by
INSURANCE
Increasing each year, absolutely
means of special methods unusualsure. Address International Corly effective;
position permanent;
poration, 231 Broadway, department
B. A. SLEYSTER
prefer one with experience, but
(3. New York.
would consider any applicant with
Iifeiirunce, Real Entate, Notary
good natural qualifications; salary
Public.
$1.10 per day. with commission option. Address, with references. It
Should you fall to receive The
Ibxiiim 12 and
Cromwell Hlk.
C.
Peacock, room 102, Success
evening Citizen, call up the
Albuquerque
New Mcxtce
Magazine Bid.. New York.
Postal Telegraph Co., telephone
delivered by special messenger.
SALESMAN
A. E. WALKER
Experienced, to well our
No. $1, and your paper will be e)
line cakes and candy specialties to
the retail
trade In
1'ire Insurance
and adjoining territory.
Fitrj:;
hlglic-t
libSecretary
prices;
Lowest
quality;
Mutual Building Association
fritf:!
eral corr.m!slon contract; exclusive
'!, We Meuiray Atroue
A $:.". Standard
t
g'vt-utraph
Ph'ii
Roser-Ruakle
territory. The
Comaway. A chance given with each $1
The reason we do so much Itoroil
pany. Kenton. Ohio.
purchase. Drawing Feb. 17th, 109 DRY work Is
do It right
CITIZEN
Special low rates for Holiday goods. and ut the price you cannot afford to
WANT ADS
Futrelle Furniture Co., Wt end .f i Imve it done at home.
I
BRING RESITTS
viaduct.
IMPERIAL LAl'SDRY.

TINSLEY TELLS
OFEXPERIIVIENT

WORK

151-15-

and

w.lti::r

10-1-

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
WEST

Soldier Balks Death plot.
to J. A. Stone, a Civil
war veteran, of Kemp, Texas, that a
plot existed between a desperate lung
trouble and the grave to cause his
death.
a
"I contracted
stubborn
cold," he. write, "that developed a
cough that Btuck to me,- in spite of
all remedies, for years. My weight
ran down to 130 pounds. Then I
began to use Dr. King's Now Discovery, which restored my health completely. I now weigh ITS pounds."
For severe colds, obstlnr.te coughs,
hemorrhages, asthma, and to prevent
pneumonia it's unrivaled. S0c and $1
Trial bottle free. Guaranteed ty all
dealers.

It seemed

CO-l- b.

80-1-

VIADUCT

FORJHE FARMER

REAL ESTATE

i.

llar-to-

J

Chicago, Feb. 4. A new social order for farmers is pictured by George
K. Iturstow of Uarstow, Texas, president of the International Irrigation
congress, who is In Chleagj on business connected with the big gathering
to bn held In Seattle next summer.
Great tracts of land where the
farmers will not llvo on the land, but
In towns, from which they will hasten by tho aid of fast horses or In automobiles or lnterurban cars to cultivate the soil, was the "new thing"
which the irrigation expert declared
would soon become a fact.
Mr. Uarstow is known as the "father or irrigation In tho southwest." He
has himself put through great private
Irrigation projects at Barstow, Texas,
and has been a prime mover In Inducing the federal government tj build
the
which will make fertile
over three million acres of land, once
a desert.
It Is on these government tracts
that the old Isolated farm house is to
become a thing of the past.
"The government
is laying out
towns every five miles," he said.
no
"Thus
farm will ha much more
than two and one-hamiles from, a
town. The furms will be small, ten
to forty acres and tho farming Intensive.
Under these circumstances the
farmers will live In towns of 1,600 to
2,000 people, enjoying all the benefits
of urban lifo schools, churches and
social life. At the same time they
will be within as easy reach of their
farms as Is the average Chlcagoan of
his business.
"A tide from the city to tho coun
try has already set In. Many college
graduates have chosen farming on
irrigated tracts for their llfework.
Mr. Uarstow said that the coming
congress would be the greatest gath
erliio nf ltu kln.l pvi ilil. Over ! .
600 delegates from forty states and
territories and twenty foreign nations
are expected.
lf

Jt. J. TAYliOR,
217 W. Central.

Real Estate Bargains.
l'OH SALE RANCHES.
ranch, all under cultiva-

45-ac-

resident of the Dry I'urm-liif- f
Kays That Tillers
of the Soil Will All live
In Town.

'iiirro,

X

Are you looking for a ranch
for homo investment?
I have ten acres, 1 'i miles
from the city, well improved,
cultivated and planted In fruit,
shade trees and 'berry plants.
This place Is fully equipped for
a truck and thicken raneh, having implements, horse and wagon. Incubators, chicken houses,
chicken fences and 160 chickens.
Three acres ore in good
condition for a truck garden,
having been fertilized and cultivated. Terms will please you.

w,

tion, well fenced, under good
ditch. Price $3,600, cash.
100 acres, very near town, good
fence, under ditch; $6. 600.
placo, nearly
all In alfalfa, also good mixed orchard,
good adobe house and barn,
fenced,- under ditch, two miles
out. Price $2,600 cash.
6 aTc, fine garden land, half in
alfalfa, fenced, two miles out
Price $900.
12 acres, best garden land in this
vicinity, in high state of cultivation, close to town. Price,
re

-

$3,000.

CITY REAL ESTATE.
New frame Iiouse, on So. Walter
st., a bargain. $1,100.
frame 1ioum, near shops,
$2,000.

Large adobe lion so. 4 lots, corner,
near shops, $1,400.
7- brick, modern, 3
moni
lots, Tine location, $3,800.
8- - rooin brick1, corner,
east front,
hot water heat lawn, trees, etc.,
$7,500.

Several good business lota in
North First street. Get prices.
$50,000 to loan on first class security.

A. MONTOYA

213 Gold Ave., Albuquerque, X. Sf.

j

i

STAGE TO JEMEZ LEAVES 211
WEST GOLD EVERY MORNING AT
S O'CCjOCK.

o

NOTICE

rUBMCATIOX.

FOR

Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mex
ico. Nev. 24, 1908.
o
Notice is hereby given that
Buenaventa, of Bernalillo coun
ty, who, on Feb. 1, 1906, made home
stead entry serial No. 07187, No. 8,
835, for NW14, Section 24, township
11 north, range ( east, N. M. Prln.
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make final
proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before H. W. S. Otero, U. S.
Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque,
New Mexlee, on March 13, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Darla Ohav-ezManuel Gonzales,
Tranquility Garcia, Francisco Tru-Jillall af San Pedro, New Mextoo.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
Fllo-men-

,

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OP

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE. NJ M.

At the Close of Business January 4 1190

i

Writing of a bill, now in the legisla-

ture which provides for farmers institutes and
experiment-

al stations, Prof. J. D. Tinsley, of the

SEES NEW ERA

-

m

Seo-on-

END

Uye

Im-

provement In the
Methods.

WANTED

and pillow.

Why

The Bill Now Before the Leg-

islature Provides

College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, says:
"The Farmers' Institute work will
be carried on In practically tho same
way as In the past. The
experimental work is intended to take
the place of
and It Is
thought that this plan will cause a
wilder distribution of the experimental work and bring it in closer touch
with the farmers.
Tho farmers of
the community desiring to take part
In
work will organize
a Farmers' Institute society consisting
cf seven or more members, or where
the Farmers' union or other agricultural societies already exist the work
will be done through them. The society will select one or more farmers
In the community who will agree to
carry on such experiments as may
be decided on by the society and the
experimental station representatives.
The funds will be used for the purchase of necessary Implements, seeds
or plants and to pay the farmers for
any extra expense above what they
would normally spend in producing a
crop on the land and they would also
receive the crop from the land. To
Insure the passage of this bill I think
it will be best for all of those who
are Interested in the matter to urge
upon the representatives In the legislature from their districts the Importance of passing this bill."
The bill to which he refers is as
follows:
Bo it enatced by the legislature of
the territory of New Mexico:
Soctlon 1. The board of regents of
the Agricultural college of New Mexico la hereby authorized and directed
to hold institutes for the instruction
of citizens of this territory in various
branches of agriculture. Such Institutes shall be held at such times and
at auch places as the said board may
direct, provided that, so far as possible, all parts of the territory in
which agriculture Is practical shall
receive the benefits of such instruction. The said board shall make such
rules and regulations as it may deem
proper for organizing and conducting such Institutes, and shall employ
an agent or agents to perform such
work In connection therewith as they
may deem best. The course of Instruction at such institutes shall be
so arranged as 1o present to those In
attendance the results of the most
recent investigations
in theoretical
and practical agriculture, with special reference to the conditions exist
ing in New Mexico. An annual re
port of 'the work of the Institutes
may bo published.
Section 2. It shall be the duty of
those conducting farmers' Institutes
under the provisions of this act to
encourage and nssist in tho organiza
tion of local Farmers' Institutes so
cieties.
.Section 3. It shall further be the
duty of the said board of regents,
acting through Its agent or agents,
to carry on experiment and demon
stration work In tho various branch
es of agriculture and horticulture
practiced In New Mexico, to deter
mine the most successful methods in
the various agricultural activities under the diverse conditions of different
parts of the territory, and to disseminate a knowledge of the tamo
among those who are engaged In the
1 ractlce
of agriculture. Such experi
ments and demonstrations shall be
conducted In the principal agricul
tural districts of he .territory, both
In Irrigated and in dry farming areas.
and shall be carried on In
with the above mentioned Farm
ers' Institute societies. No part of the
amount hereinafter appropriated for
this work shall be used for the purchase of land or for the purchase,
erection, enlargement
or repair of
buildings, or for the rental or lease
of land or buildings.
Section 4. For the purposes men
tioned In this act and to meet the expenses of the Farmers' Institutes and
experiment work herein
provided for, there is hereby appro
priated the sum of ten thousand dol
lars a year for the sixty-firand
d
fiscal years, and the ter
ritorial auditor Is hereby Instructed
and directed to levy upon nil the tax
able property of the territory suffi
cient to raise the amount herein ap
propriated and to pay the said
amount to the treasurer of the regents of tlio agricultural college of
New Mexico, to be expended by the
said regents only In accordance with
the provisions of this act.
sub-statio-

st

sixty-secon-

RESOURCES
Lans and Discounts
Bonds and other .Securities
Real Kstate
Furniture and Fixture
Cash and Due fro-- o'her Hunks.,

920,071.75
10.000.00
12,000.00
6,000.00
383,990.41

.

.

41.331.0S1

8

LJAmLITIES
Capital Paid Up
Surplus and l'rot.U
Deposit. Subject to Check..
Timj Ctrtitlcat s of Dcoosit.

.J
.

Vlbu-querq-

:ittH'"Ib',!

l

Vice President and Cashier of the above

I. W. 8.

named bank. .In solemnly
to the best of my knowledg

U.

150.000.00
60, oitJ.no
686.989.9:
434,056.37

$1,331,062

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo. ss.

.

XOTICE

rid

wui

ino3.

ti

th:it the above statement Is true
ar.d belief.
W. f. PTRICKLTCrt,
Vice President and Cachicr
before me this 5th day of ranu,ry.

ui-i- r

R.

Correct Attest:
SOLOMON' LUNA.
J. C. PALI'RIDOB
W. J. JOHNSON.

HERIUTT.
Public.
;e'y

X)R

PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico. Nov. 24. 100S.

Notice

Is

Some
Reasons

hereby given that Fran

County,
cisco Trujlllo of Bernalillo
who, on Feb. 1, 1906, made
home- tead entry serial No. 07,168, No. 8,
836, for NK'4, section 24, township
11 north, range 6 east, N. M. P.
lias filed notice of Intention tu
Mer-lidla-

n,

make final
proof, to establish
Cairn to the land above described,
before II. W. K Otero, V. ti. Court
New
Commissioner at Albuquerque.
Mexico, on March 13, 1909,
Claimant nonius as witnesses:
Darlo Chaves, Manuel fSonzales,
Donaclano Gutierrez, Fllomeno
all of San Pedro, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTKRO,
Register.
Buen-abent-

a,

c
Because The Citizen Is a
home paper. It la either
delivered by carrier at
Uie house or Is carried
home by the business
man when his day's work
is done and It STAYS
THERE. A morning paper Is usually carried
down town by the head
of Uie family ami hurriedly read.

I
The Citizen is not read'
hurriedly, but thoroughly so that all advertisements receive their share
of attention. It presents
the store news m little
ahead, giving the pros
pectire purchaser time
to plan a shopping tour
for the next morning.

T
Wise advertisers patron
lze The Otlacn because
they know their advertisements are seen and
read at the homes in the
evening, and If they are
offering something worthy of attention, thalr
ad has accomplished its
mission. '
,An

1
The Citizen has never
given premiums to subscribers but Is subscribed
to land paid for on Its
news merits, showing
Uiat its subscribers have
money with which to buy
what they want from
legitimate
merchants.
These are the people
The Citizen Invites to
your store.

z
The Citizen employs
man wlioee business It la
to look after your advertising .wants.
He will
write your copy If yon
wish. If not, he will see
that your ads are "set
up" to look their best
and he will attend to
them from day to day.

E
Are you advertising In
The Citizen? Your com

petitors are,

and

are

profiting by It. Do yog
think coiisiervatlve business men are spending
money where they axe
not getting results? Get
In Uie swim and watch
jour business grow.

N'
Is the Best

Advertising
Medium
in

Albuquerque
ej

nitiisn.w. ncnnrAtiv

ALTIUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

4,

I
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All we ask is a trial. The
tea will do the rest.

tea put up in
Tin: candy i on

size in all lines combined.
8l..-i-

W

Felt Slipper marked down to.
Felt Slippers marked down to
Shoe cut to
Shoes cut to....'
. ...
Shoe out to
Shoes cut to

;

U
r

:

$2.25
$2.75

'

BANK
OF

Journeys, Marriage. Divorces, and
nil the affairs of life.
They have helped thousands to
health, happiness and prosperity,
and will be glad to help you.
If life seems dark to you, see
them today.

PHONE 72

Do not miss this wonderful

Cxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxju

FOR

MEN'S & BOYS'

LBDQDERQUK. N. M.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicits New Accounts

CAPITAL. S150.000
omcERS and directors

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W.' S. STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
J. C. Baldridge,
William Mcintosh,
O. E. Cromwell.
A. M. Blackwe I,

i

t

the limited today for Los Angeles.
mer
M. P. Kempenich, general
chant nt Pcralto, was in the city on
business yesterday.
The snow storm which visited Al
buquerque today was accompanied by
thunder and lightning.
Deputy
United States
Marshal
James Smith was a passenger to Gal
lup on the limited today.
Coal Mine Inspector Joe Sheridan
spent the morning in the city and
left at noon for Gallup.
Clare McCloskey, of the McCloskey
Automobile company, left last night
on a business trip to Las Vegus.
Xr. W. G. Hope made a business
trip to I'ajurita this morning and re
turned to the city late this afternoon.
The United States marshal's office Is
making venire services for the Santa
Fe term of court,
which hegina
March 1st.
The county commissioners are hav
ing the low place in front of the
court house rilled with mud from
lllueher's .pond.
Miss Harriet (Holzman arrived last
evening from Spokane, Wash., and
will remain here several weeks the
guest of relatives.
Mrs. Rrach. of 1104 West Slate
. J.
avenue, has as her guet Mrs.
Kargls and son, of Evansville, Ind.
Mrs. Kargls and Mrs. Uracil are

i

(

X

S

200

Mrs.

Frank

will

night.
The regular

I

Before placing your order for
We may
COAL call us up.
have a surprise for you.

RHONE

assorted boys' waists, worth 75c, now

35c

SIMON STERN

1

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

Richelieu Grocery ii
t

Hawley on the Corner
NO

t

Strong Brothers

r.

4TS

and Market

SCRIBES

to-

meeting of Ladies of
G. A. R. .will be held at the home of
Mrs. .Snyder, 51 'J West Central ave5. Hy order
nue, at 2:30 p. m.,
of the president. Mrs. Martha Mulligan, secretary.
Jack Strausner. of Salt Lake City,
s in the city visiting old friends. Mr.
Strausner was neclrtently shot in the
leg at Trinidad a few months ago.
Litholin collars at the Hub.
The (Brotherhood of St. Paul will
at 7
lve a banquet this evening
o'clock. This is one of the two banquets in each year at which women
may be present . Reside a program
of readings and music, a number of
Interesting toasts will be responded

Fresh Groceries and
Meats
re

President Has Asked British
(iovonimont to Keep Corrcs-snlcnOir His Trail
in A fiii vi.

1

&mz&ZVf&Zt!gB
'

,

Richelieu Canned Goods
Richelieu Blend Coffee

ts

N

StCONO . STRUT.

Mrs. R. B. Patten
Lady Assistant

Briggs

DRUGGIST

.....J

I

u

. Beaver?

a

2

45c
35c

Nothing Better
London, Feb. 4. It is learned that
when President Roosevelt seeks the
v.ilds of Africa as hunter and corresB. 11.
& Co.
We have pleased with gropondent he will seek to have other
ceries Try us with your
correspondents kept off his trail.
On behalf of the president Ambasnext meat order.
1
sador Reid has requested the colonto
ial office not to grant facilities
newspaper correspondents to follow
ALVARADO PHARMACY
Mr. Roosevelt, on the ground
118 West Gold Ave.
that
when ho leaves the White House "he
Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.
to.
wishes to retire into private life."
Phone 235
According to official advices reFre.ih Shad Roe at the San Jose
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
Market.
ceived from Washington
President
Albuquerque
New
IMMIIMMM
Roosevelt
will
sail
from
York
weather
The peculiar
Occidental Building
experienced today seems to be gen- for Naples on the Konlg Albert on
13,
sleet,
arriving
March
territory.
on
Rain,
March
there
eral over the
Bring Us Your Prescriptions
For gale The Putney ranch on snow, with thunder and lightening, 25. Rooms have been reserved for
North Fourth street. Inquire at Put- cold and warm by spells were fea- the president and hia party on the
ney's store.
tures of the day in Albuquerque. Re- new German East African liner AdPassenger train No. 2, due here fet ports from other cities show the fol miral, sailing from Naples on April
raining; 5, and arriving at Mombassa
on
7:55 this morning, did not arrive un lowing: Helen, windy and
Champion Grocery Co.
til 3 o'clock this afternoon, owing to Socorro, cloudy; San Martial, windy.! April 22.
snowing
The Admiral is a 6,000 ton vessel,
a delay caused by a ireignt wrecK cloudy and warm; Gallup,
Matteucel Bros.
J
near Ash (Fork, Ariz.
hard; Las Vegas, cloudy and warm; equipped with all the latest comforts
Phone 51
i
voyage,
for a tropical
and has a speed
Rev. A, M. Mandalarl, S. J., pastor Santu Fe snowing.
'
?
of the Immaculate Conception,
has
After an Illness of but short dura- of 16 knots.
SPECIALS
It is understood that Mrs. Ruose-ve- lt
left for Santa Fe, where he will con- tion, Mrs. Ida Jones, 24 years of age,
eggs, per doz
Ranch
40o
accomwill
daughter
and
her
Highlands
on
pupils
a
the
for
retreat
duct
the
the
of
home
died
FIRST
at
SOUTH
STREET
her
302
eggs, per do
Case
S5c
pany
Naples
as
as
president
tar
the
resulting
from
evening,
Loretto academy,
death
last
Sauerkraut, pr qt
10a
interval between the
J. H. O'Rlolly, general manager pneumonia. Mrs. Jones came to this to spendof the Konlg
Soar
pt
qt
pickles,
lOo
Albert and the
the
of the Occidental Life Insurance Co., dty about three months ago from arrival
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These Goods Are Well Worth Seeing

m. to 9:30

Personal Attention Given
to All Work.

DAY LIGHT STORE
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pair knee pants, worth up to 90c now
assorted shirts worth up to 75c, now

20 doz
20 doz

op
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Friedberg Bros.
!

25

$10.56

In our Boy's Department, we offer some particularly
good things at very low prices. We have a big lot of J
Knee Pants, Boys' Shirts and Waists, which must go, $

Readings given for surprise
lodges, church socials, etc.

ii

GOODS

In the Occidental Life.

Mrs. S. O. Andrus and child left on

COMMERCE

Reading

$t4.00

100 do Men's black and tan hose, worth 15c, now
60 doz Men's fancy hose, worth 35c, now
50 dos Men's wool underwe-ar- ,
worth $3.60, now

portunity.

Hours from 9:30

$17.80

We also have some big values in Furnishings for Men
and Boys. Study these Prices; we will save you money all the way through.

p. m.

PARAGRAPHS
Insure

100 Suits end Overcoats, worth up to $30, marked
100 Suits and Overcoats, worth up to $22, marked
100 Suits and Overcoats, worth up to $16, marked

In
given
speculation,
Advise
Love Affairs,
Husimvs Changes,

MALOY'S

PERSONAL

$2.00

We have just finished taking out annual inventory
and find quite a lot of desirable merchandise still on
hand, which must be sold quickly.

If not, why not?

$1.85
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Second Door North of P. O.
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PRICE REDUCTIONS

Crowds are visiting Madame
Wan Drea nnd Junnlta. and express perfect satisfaction and delight with their readings.
Are you one of them?

packages only -- - ea!ed
tiht Has no equal. Try
a package and be

ASSORTED KINDS AND HAVOItS
packed In pretty boxes from one to
five pounds at $ per pound. Just the
thing for an Informal gift.

We have not all sizes in every line, but every

0

and

thk girl.

must be candy that Is pure and
grade and well flavor. We make
cell the required article, nnd she
be sure to like It and thank you
jour selection.
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Old Oxford Dining Room
116 N. Second Street

CHASE & SANBORN'S
BRAND
, SEAL

Cost is not considered. We must make room for
Spring Stock and all our Winter Shoes have GOT
TO GO. They are splendid values and the styles
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Buy Shoes Now if Ever
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Palmistry Parlors
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For First Class

MUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
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WJ. PATTERSON
TELERHONR ST

White House
Coffee

311-31-
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We are exclusive agents in
this city for

John B. Stetson's
Special Derby, Price

Youman's New Spring

styles are now on sale. The stylish
hat for dressy men, price $5.00.
New spring goods are arrivingWatch our windows for nobby
clothing.
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i SKINNER'S

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY
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Coal Coke Wood

Our Increasing Prescription Business
T

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
B

119 W. Gold

The WILLIAMS DRUG Co.
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